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Abstract 

Cognitive load theory is of particular relevance to the learning and practice of 

medicine, where task demands require a complex interplay of working memory, emotion, and 

stress. To better understand the role of cognitive load in the performance of medical learners 

and expert physicians, this thesis aims to explore the ways in which cognitive load can be 

measured in a clinical setting using wearable technologies.  

 First, both traditional literature and systematic reviews were conducted to identify the 

methods by which cognitive load can be measured using psychometric scales, secondary task 

performance, and physiologic response measures. Several themes emerged from the data 

extracted from the systematic review that identified key limitations in the cognitive load 

literature, including a lack of real world studies.  

 An experiment was conducted in the emergency department of an academic medical 

center to measure the cognitive load of expert trauma physicians during real resuscitation 

response using a combination of physiologic measures and psychometric scales. Physiologic 

metrics showed correlation to self-reported cognitive load scores and offer a promising 

avenue for measuring cognitive load in an ambulatory setting.  

 A second study was conducted in a clinical simulation center to measure the 

effectiveness of psychological skills training to enhance learning of first year medical residents 

during simulated resuscitation education. Both physiologic and psychometric outcomes 

revealed that this technique is effective in lowering cognitive load and that it may be used to 

enhance learning and performance in stressful situations.  
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 In summary, the chapters of this thesis present a detailed overview of cognitive load 

theory and its founding literature, describe the biophysical and engineering principles 

involved in its measurement, and demonstrate the successful real-world application of these 

concepts to medical learning and practice.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Context and Motivation 

The term cognitive load is used to refer to the burden on a person’s cognitive system that 

performing a particular task imposes [1]. Cognitive load has a profound impact on learning, 

performance, and expertise. It has particular relevance to the field of medicine, where 

knowledge and performance are critical to patient safety.  

Measuring cognitive load has been an area of research for the last thirty years. While self-

reported measures of cognitive load are reliable and sensitive to changes in task difficulty, they 

cannot be employed in real time without interrupting workflow. Thus, recent research has 

focused on objective physiologic measures of cognitive load to detect changes in mental state 

without interfering with the operator. The ability to monitor cognitive load levels during 

medical learning and practice using physiologic devices may allow for the identification of more 

effective educational and problem-solving strategies. It may also lead to the development and 

implementation of performance-enhancing psychological skills to help mitigate the negative 

effects of cognitive overload, such as decreased learning and performance. 

Although there has been extensive research on the physiologic response to cognitive load, 

the majority of past studies have been performed in a controlled laboratory, lacking the 

saliency of a real-world medical environment. This leads researchers to question whether the  
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findings of such laboratory experiments are transferrable to the measurement of cognitive load 

in a dynamic clinical setting.  

There are many issues that accompany the application of physiologic measures of cognitive 

load to medical learning and practice because the situations are uncontrolled, unpredictable, 

and highly influenced by individual differences. Thus, the quantification of cognitive load using 

objective physiologic measures in these real-world settings presents a unique engineering 

challenge.  

1.2 Research Questions and Hypothesis 

To better understand cognitive load in a clinical setting, this thesis seeks to answer three 

research questions:  

1. Research Question #1: What are the ways in which cognitive load is measured in the 

literature, and what is the best measure?  

 It is hypothesized that there is no “gold standard” measurement for cognitive 

load 

2. Research Question #2: Can cognitive load of expert trauma physicians be measured 

during real resuscitation response?  

 It is hypothesized that a combination of psychometric and physiologic metrics 

can be used to quantify physician cognitive load in a dynamic clinical setting.  

3. Research Question #3: Can performance-enhancing psychological skills be used to 

decrease cognitive load in medical learners to enhance learning and performance? 
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 It is hypothesized that performance-enhancing psychological skills may be used 

in clinical simulation to decrease learner cognitive load, and that this decrease 

can be detected using psychometric and physiologic measures.   

1.3 Thesis Layout 

To answer these research questions, a literature review, a systematic review, and two 

experiments were conducted. The following chapters of this thesis include:  

Chapter 2: Background and Theory 

 To better understand 1) cognitive load, 2) its application to learning and 

performance, 3) its relevance to medical learning and practice, and 4) the ways 

in which cognitive load can be measured, a full literature review was conducted.  

Chapter 3: Psychophysiologic Measures of Cognitive Load: A Systematic Review 

 To identify relevant research on the psychophysiologic measures of cognitive 

load to inform future work, a systematic review was conducted. 

Chapter 4: Analysis Methods 

 To develop a protocol for the analysis of physiologic signals, analysis methods for 

each measure are presented.  

Chapter 5: Psychophysiologic Measures of Cognitive Load in Trauma Physicians During 

Resuscitation Response 

 To identify the most salient measures of cognitive load of physicians in a real 

world clinical setting, an experiment was conducted in an emergency 

department. 
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Chapter 6: Performance Enhancing Psychological Skills in Medical Simulation 

 To demonstrate the effectiveness of a new performance-enhancing 

psychological skill in reducing cognitive load of medical learners during simulated 

resuscitation training, a study was conducted in a clinical simulation center. 

Chapter 7: Conclusions 

 To inform future work in this field, conclusions and future work are presented.  
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Chapter 2 

Background and Theory 

2.1 Defining Cognitive Load 

 The information processing model for human cognition theorizes that external stimuli 

are sensed and filtered through sensory memory before progressing to working memory, where 

the bulk of critical thinking and decision-making take place [2]. Information is then coded and 

stored in long term memory through the process of learning and the development of 

expertise. While the capacity of long-term memory is infinite, the capacity of working memory 

is finite at somewhere between 7-9 chunks of information [3]. However, this capacity is not 

absolute; other factors such as environmental stimuli, stress, and emotion compete for mental 

resources and can place a strain on working memory.  The amount of working memory 

employed for a task is what is defined as cognitive load [4]. Cognitive load theory has a wide 

range of applications to a variety of fields because once task demands exceed available mental 

resources, performance and learning begin to decline [5].  

2.2  Education 

 Cognitive load theory was founded in the context of instructional design, because the 

process of learning depends on the efficient use of available working memory resources [6, 7].  

It is believed that cognitive load serves as the bottleneck to learning, as the way in which 

students are presented information impacts the quantity and quality of learning they are able 

to achieve [8]. Therefore, the ease at which new information can be processed and absorbed as 
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a result of learner cognitive load can be considered in the design of curriculum and educational 

environments [9].  

There are three main types of cognitive load reported in the educational psychology 

literature. Intrinsic cognitive load is the inherent difficulty or complexity of a task [4]. Although 

the nature of the subject matter itself cannot be altered, the way in which it is presented and 

broken down during instruction can lessen the mental effort required to learn it. Extraneous 

cognitive load is created by the manner and efficiency in which information is presented [4]. 

This type of cognitive load presents in the form of distractions or irrelevant information that 

lessen one’s ability to focus on the main task at hand. Extraneous cognitive load can be 

minimized in instructional design by eliminating environmental distractions and 

accommodating individual learner needs [10]. Germane cognitive load refers to the mental 

effort invested in to the process of learning and schema acquisition [4, 11]. Unlike extraneous 

load, germane load is constructive and can be promoted through various learning strategies 

such as mnemonics and diagrams.  

Educational research has shown that there is an optimum level of cognitive load for 

learning. Tasks that are too challenging impose a mental workload that exceeds learner 

abilities, leading to a decrease in performance and a hindered ability to retain new information 

[12]. Similarly, tasks that are too easy induce a “vigilance decrement,” causing a withdrawal of 

attention and ultimately a decline in learning and an increase in errors [13]. Thus, in order to 

facilitate quality learning, instructional methods should be tailored to impose a cognitive load 

that is ideal for the level and abilities of the learner.   
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2.3 Expertise Development 

Although defined different ways in the literature, an “expert” is broadly described as 

someone who is good at performing a task, someone with a lot of experience in the field, or a 

teacher [14]. These traits stem from an acquired ability to recognize patterns by comparing 

novel information against that which has been previously learned [8].   

According to cognitive load theory, expertise development occurs through the process 

of schema construction, whereby bits of information are chunked into larger cognitive elements 

in long term memory [9]. Through rehearsal and practice, individual schemas grow in size and 

complexity as new relevant information and experiences are acquired. These learned schemas 

become automated during the development of expertise, and this encoded information can be 

accessed without expending additional working memory [15].  For this reason, experts are able 

to free up additional mental resources for the execution of other important tasks like complex 

problem solving, resource management, planning, and prioritizing.  

While the success and efficiency of experts is generally recognizable, the thought 

processes of experts are often difficult to articulate as a result of the robustness of their 

schema automation [16]. Studies have shown that the ability of experts to self-report their 

inner dialogue during a task may be hindered by this automation, resulting in the recall of 

incomplete or inaccurate information [16, 17].  This presents a challenge in the realm of 

instructional design, where experts are relied upon for their ability to teach information to 

novices. As such, research on the cognitive load of experts during complex task engagement 

may give insight into these hidden thought processes and can help inform and improve 

educational strategies in the future.  
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2.4 Emotion 

One key component of fruitful learning and expertise development is the capability to 

regulate one’s emotions (also called affect) under stress. This is because stress and emotion 

compete for mental resources and place a strain on working memory and cognitive load  [18].  

Previous studies have shown that emotional stimuli have a detrimental effect on cognitive 

performance and reasoning ability [19].  In addition, individual state traits such as anxiety and 

worry impair task performance, especially when external stress is induced [20]. While negative 

emotions impede cognitive capacity, positive ones such as self-confidence and self-efficacy are 

linked to motivation, constructive coping skills, and higher task performance [21].  Thus, 

emotional regulation and affective processing are important components of cognitive load 

research, as appropriate control of these components has a major influence on one’s mental 

processing capabilities.  

2.5 Medical Teaching and Practice 

Because of its emphasis in learning, teaching, performance, and emotional regulation, 

the field of medicine offers a unique model through which cognitive load theory can be studied. 

This is because physicians are required to call on previously learned knowledge to make life-or-

death decisions during clinical scenarios that are often emotionally charged and unpredictable. 

Therefore, the principles described in the sections above can be translated to the teaching and 

practice of medicine, where the ability to manage mental resources is critical for patient safety 

[24].   
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Emergency medicine is an especially high-stakes specialty, necessitating the 

simultaneous integration of several bodies of knowledge, skills, and behaviors, often under the 

pressure of time [8, 22]. Clinical competence in emergency medicine involves a constant state 

of learning and schema building while adapting to situations of uncertainty and stress.  The 

nature of treating multiple critically-ill patients (often at the same time) requires physicians to 

sustain their focus and mental effort for extended periods [8]. However, this prolonged state of 

cognitive load can give rise to mental fatigue, causing a decrease in performance and physician 

burnout [5, 23].  

A common strategy for meeting the demands of an acute care environment is the 

reliance on an interprofessional team of peers to help manage the clinical needs of a patient. By 

verbalizing their internal thought processes, team leaders are able to compel a “shared mental 

model,” strengthening the situational awareness of the group as a whole, relieving cognitive 

burden to individuals, and ultimately improving the quality of care delivered to the patient [24].  

Unfortunately, despite offering some relief of cognitive load, managing a team comes with the 

added challenge of demonstrating effective communication while also prioritizing steps of 

clinical care and allocating tasks to peers [25]. These considerations, combined with the high 

staff turnover rate at academic centers, can cause the teamwork model to breakdown.  

In the context of emergency medicine, expertise is generally demonstrated by a superior 

ability to recognize patterns, regulate affect, manage resources, and make decisions even in the 

face of uncertainty [8, 25].  Experts also practice some degree of metacognition, in which they 

are able to critically examine their own thought processes to avoid making critical mistakes as a 

result of cognitive biases [25, 26].  In contrast, novice physicians tend to focus on smaller 
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chunks of information, and may become overwhelmed by task demands or experience difficulty 

transferring their learned knowledge to new situations [8, 24].  As a result, a novice’s decision-

making is often slower and more labored than their expert counterparts, which can jeopardize 

patient safety in time-sensitive situations [26].  

 Though the transition from medical student to expert physician requires practice and 

time spent in the field, the process of acquiring this proficiency is expedited with the help and 

guidance of expert coaches [24]. Because of the high degree of schema automation required for 

emergency medicine experts to operate, they can perform their jobs without consciously 

accessing the logic and reasoning steps involved in their decision-making. Thus, because they 

mentally gloss over much of the problem solving process that a novice might employ, experts in 

emergency medicine may experience difficulty in coaching novices to learn these strategies as a 

result of this communication barrier. This phenomenon is known as expertise reversal, and 

provides a considerable challenge in medical teaching [27].  

Despite the emotional and cognitive demands of medical learning and practice, 

relatively little research has been conducted on cognitive load in a clinical setting. By gaining a 

better understanding of the allocation of working memory resources of novice and expert 

physicians, new methods for reducing cognitive load in medicine can be developed. In turn, this 

would improve the efficiency of both clinical teaching and practice, leading to healthier 

physicians and safer medical practices. A vital first step in researching cognitive load in a clinical 

setting is finding a way to measure it. 
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2.6 Measuring Cognitive Load  

2.6.1 Significance and Motivation 

Because cognitive load theory has range of implications in learning, expertise, and 

performance, the ability to measure cognitive load has a broad appeal to researchers from 

many areas of study [28].  Measuring workload is important for safety in cognitively demanding 

jobs such as manufacturing, traffic control, piloting, high-speed ship navigation, and medicine, 

since even small decreases in performance can have serious consequences [29-33]. Having the 

ability to measure and predict cognitive load in a clinical setting has the potential to increase 

wellbeing and prevent stress, burnout, and accidents before they occur [34]. This may be 

achieved by real-time modulation of task demands or through the induction of performance 

enhancing psychological skills to mitigate the negative effects of cognitive fatigue and stress.  

 In the context of medical education, monitoring cognitive load levels would allow for 

the adaption of clinical simulation curricula to maximize educational benefit for individual 

learners. It would also allow for a more direct measurement of learner cognitive state as a 

means of assessing and comparing the effectiveness of proposed educational modalities. Lastly, 

measuring the cognitive load of medical experts may allow for a deeper understanding of their 

hidden thought processes to inform medical education in the future.  

There are generally three main ways to measure cognitive load reported in the 

literature: psychometric rating scales, task and performance-based indices, and physiologic 

measures.  
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2.6.2 Psychometric Measures of Cognitive Load 

Psychometric rating scales are the most commonly used measure for cognitive load 

because they provide a high degree of repeatability and sensitivity to small changes in task 

demand [1, 28].  Because of this, psychometric measures of workload are often the criteria 

against which other measures are compared [35].  The use of these subjective tools is based on 

the assumption that participants are able to examine their own thoughts and feelings and 

report the amount of mental effort they invested on a preceding task [28]. The two most 

popular psychometric measures of cognitive load are the NASA-TLX and 9-point Paas scale [35-

37].   

The NASA Task Load Index (TLX) is a multidimensional workload scale that is used to 

assess operator workload and performance [35]. It has been cited in over 4,400 studies can be 

employed in a variety of real-world settings including healthcare, aviation, and manufacturing 

[31, 33, 38]. The survey consists of six subscales of operator workload including mental 

demand, physical demand, temporal demand, performance, effort, and frustration [35].  

Another widely-used psychometric tool used in cognitive load research is the 9-point 

Paas scale. Unlike NASA-TLX, the Paas survey is a unidimensional scale that prompts user to 

rate their invested mental effort from 1 (very, very low) to 9 (very, very high). Because fewer 

facets of cognitive workload are explicitly surveyed in this rating scale, the Paas method faces 

some scrutiny [35]. However, the Paas scale’s simplicity and proven validity allows cognitive 

load to be measured quickly and reliably, so it is an attractive option for assessing workload in 

dynamic clinical settings while minimizing task interference and distraction of the operator.  
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Although fast, inexpensive, and unobtrusive to collect, subjective rating scales have 

several limitations for use in research. First, these instruments may not provide an accurate 

assessment of cognitive load because some users have difficulty distinguishing between the 

experimental task demands and their invested mental effort [39, 40].  Second, subjective rating 

scales are usually taken at the end of a task to prevent disruptions to the task itself. They are 

thought to reflect the accumulated cognitive load and do not give insight to the fluctuations in 

instantaneous load over time [36]. This method of retrospective reporting relies on the use of 

short and long-term memory to give an accurate recall of events; therefore, it is subject to user 

manipulation and mistakes due to lack of focus or errors in recollection, especially when tasks 

are long in duration [14].  Without the granularity of a continuous measurement, subjective 

rating scales are imperfect in their ability to offer information about changes in cognitive state 

during complex and real-world tasks [36]. For this reason, recent cognitive load research has 

shifted to the use of real-time objective measures of operator state using physiologic detection 

devices to identify changes in cognitive load at a higher resolution.  

2.6.3 Task and Performance-Based Indices of Cognitive Load 

Because performance declines when task demands exceed working memory capacity, 

primary and secondary task performance are commonly used as a means to measure cognitive 

load.  Typical performance variables that are used to quantify user cognitive load are reaction 

time, accuracy, and error rate [28]. Primary task performance focuses on measuring these 

indices during execution of a central experimental task. However, the use of primary task 

performance in cognitive load measurement is controversial, because subjects may attempt to 
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compensate their invested mental effort to meet the demands of a difficult task [1, 41].  Thus, 

even when primary performance between experimental trials is comparable, the underlying 

cognitive load that led to the achievement of those results may vary greatly between subjects.  

Secondary task performance (also called dual-task methodology) involves the execution of a 

second (simpler) task concurrent with the primary task [42].  Secondary tasks simple enough to 

be easy when performed alone (e.g. tapping to a metronome or visual stimulus identification), 

but become more challenging when paired with a primary task [43].  Secondary task 

performance measures operate on the premise that a decrease in secondary task performance 

will reflect an increase in the processing demands and cognitive load imposed by the main task.  

However, dual-task methodology techniques have been criticized for their intrusiveness, as 

they impose an additional cognitive load that may interfere with the primary task itself [7].  

2.7 Physiologic Measures of Cognitive Load  

Research has shown that prolonged cognitive effort activates a sympathetic nervous 

system response that helps a person to perform at their optimal level [44]. Under high mental 

demand, the body’s perception of stress initiates a fight-or-flight response, triggering the 

release of hormones such as adrenaline, noradrenaline, and cortisol [45].  In turn, these 

hormones cause a physiologic response in the body that inducts an increase in cardiac output, 

pupil dilation, improved lung capacity, and the mobilization of fat and glycogen reserves [46].  

Like emotion, it has been shown that the intensity of this physiologic reaction pattern can be 

modulated by conscious cognitive processes [43]. These self-regulation skills are acquired 

through learning and the development of expertise.  
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Changes in physiologic state as a result of cognitive load can be detected using a variety 

of measures including electroencephalography, gaze tracking, pupillometry, fMRI, cardiac 

measures, and galvanic skin response (also called electrodermal activity).  Until recently, studies 

measuring the physiologic response to cognitive load have been largely conducted in a 

laboratory environment, lacking the fidelity of a real-world setting. Although these findings 

offer a high degree of experimental control, repeatability, and reliability of measures, the 

extent to which these findings can be transferred to a dynamic environment is questionable 

[47]. However, advancements in wearable technologies provide a promising avenue for 

employing physiologic measures of cognitive load in ambulatory settings.  

 For the purpose of this thesis, three physiologic measurement modalities of cognitive 

load will be explored in depth: galvanic skin response, ocular metrics (including gaze-tracking, 

pupillometry, and blink analysis), and cardiac response.  

2.7.1 Galvanic Skin Response 

2.7.1.1 In Cognitive Load Research  

Galvanic skin response (GSR), also called electrodermal activity or skin conductance, 

refers to the changes in electrical properties of the skin as a result of sweat production [48]. 

GSR measurement is one of the most popular methods for investigating the 

psychophysiological underpinnings of human cognition and behavior and has been used in 

hundreds of studies to evaluate cognitive workload [49]. Experiments using this measure have 

demonstrated that increases in electrodermal activity levels correspond to increases self-
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reported cognitive load and intrinsic task difficulty [50, 51]. The theory, applications, and 

analysis methods of galvanic skin response signals are outlined below.  

2.7.1.2 Theory and Applications  

GSR research in cognitive load focuses on monitoring the secretion levels of eccrine 

sweat glands. Unlike apocrine and apoeccrine sweat glands that primarily serve in 

thermoregulation, eccrine glands are innervated by sympathetic nerves, and their activity is 

strongly linked to cognitive and emotional arousal [52, 53]. Eccrine sweat glands are most 

densely located on the palms and soles of feet, but when measurement at these sites is not 

possible (such as in ambulatory settings that require hands-on tasks), eccrine activity can also 

be detected on the fingers, forehead, and wrists [54, 55].  

In addition to water, human sweat contains ions, such as sodium (Na+), chloride (Cl-), 

and potassium (K+), among others [49]. When two active electrodes are placed (separated by a 

small distance) on the skin, a potential difference (voltage) is induced. Ions in the sweat 

respond to this electric field according to their charge; positively charged ions move toward the 

cathode electrode, and negatively charged ions move to the anode. This movement of charge 

produces an electric current and completes the device circuit. In this case, the skin acts as a 

resistor in series with others in the circuit (Figure 1). The magnitude of these other series 

resistors is negligibly low, and can be varied (often simply by changing device settings) to best 

suit the baseline conductance levels of different participants. The higher the sweat levels, the 

more ions present in the skin, and the easier charge flows between electrodes (and thus, a 
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lower the resistance). The conductance of the skin is proportional to the amount of sweat 

production and is the reciprocal of dermal resistance:  

𝐺 =
1

𝑅𝑠𝑘𝑖𝑛
 

 The galvanic skin response devices used in the studies in this thesis apply direct current 

(DC) to the skin’s surface while maintaining a constant voltage. The drop in current (I) across 

the electrodes is then related to skin conductance (G) according to Ohm’s law: 

𝑉𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 = 𝐼 × 𝑅𝑠𝑘𝑖𝑛 =
𝐼

𝐺
 

Conductance is typically measured in units of micro Siemens (µS) [56]. The current drop (I) in 

the equation above can be calculated by measuring the voltage drop across the other small 

series resistor by use of a DC amplifier.  

Figure 1: GSR Measurement Circuit Diagram 
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This method of supporting the dermal system with electrical energy from an external 

source is called exosomatic recording [56]. The DC current applied to the skin has a maximum 

value limit to protect the subject, and its intensity is several orders of magnitude lower than the 

threshold for feeling current. Thus, galvanic skin response measurement is non-invasive and 

non-distracting for use in experimental settings.  

Baseline electrodermal activity levels vary both across and within individuals. An 

individual’s skin conductance will fluctuate day-to-day, and is dependent on many factors 

including temperature, humidity, hydration, medication and caffeine use, or season (even when 

laboratory temperature is controlled) [49]. For this reason, collecting an initial baseline reading 

before data collection occurs can aid in a more accurate interpretation of galvanic skin 

response signal during phases of activity.  However, in real-world settings (such as an 

emergency room), a proper baseline reading may not be feasible, so signal features must be 

interpreted in other ways.   

Given the subtlety of the small fluctuations in skin conductance that GSR sensors detect, 

it is no surprise that these signals are prone to disruption by artifacts. Motion of the body, 

pressure on the electrodes, speech, and irregular respiration patterns can affect signal quality 

and can interfere with the reliability of results [49]. This is especially challenging when 

recording galvanic skin response in an active setting, where the presence of these factors is 

inevitable and unavoidable. However, some of these artifacts can be removed through a 

combination of data-smoothing techniques [56]. Additionally, when measuring GSR at the 

hands, wrists, or fingers, recordings can be collected on the non-dominant side to help 

minimize the effects of motion of the dominant hand.  
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2.7.1.3 Galvanic Skin Response Signal Features 

Galvanic skin response signal can be decomposed into tonic and phasic components 

[49]. Each of these signal components have different time scales and response to external 

stimuli. Tonic levels vary slowly (on the scale of several seconds to minutes) and are a result of 

changes to the baseline physiology of the individual [49]. This can be affected by factors like 

respondent hydration, temperature, and autonomic nervous system activity. Because tonic skin 

conductance activity varies drastically between individuals (and even within individuals), some 

researchers believe that it is not an informative measure in psychophysiologic research [49]. In 

contrast, the phasic activity of a galvanic skin response signal fluctuates more rapidly (on the 

scale of seconds) and is closely time-linked to stimulus onset. The “spikes” or “bursts” in phasic 

activity are called skin conductance responses (SCRs). A diagram illustrating the decomposition 

of these components from a GSR signal can be seen in Figure 2.  

Figure 2: Decomposition of GSR signal components 

Figure adapted, with permissions, from iMotions 2018.  
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Individual skin conductance responses are caused by an activation of eccrine sweat 

glands that are innervated by sudomotor nerves of the sympathetic nervous system that fire in 

response to emotion and stress [49, 57]. Several studies have shown the time-linked 

relationship between bursts in sudomotor nerve activity and eccrine gland activity and the 

corresponding increase in skin conductance (see Figure 3) [58, 59].  Thus, an increase in SCR 

events is a salient indicator of a rise in cognitive load and emotional state.  

 

A typical SCR event has a fast onset followed by a slower decay back to baseline. A 

common feature of SCRs that is extracted for quantification of psychophysiologic response is 

spike amplitude [49].  However, the estimation of spike amplitude is challenging because the 

time constant of sweat gland activity is much longer than that of the sudomotor nerves 

innervating it [60]. In other words, the onset of new SCRs can occur before the previous SCR has 

fully decayed back to its resting level.  This causes a problem with overlapping or closely spaced 

SCR responses in the raw electrodermal signal since the amplitude of an individual SCR is 

Sudomotor Nerve 
Activity  

Skin Conductance  

Figure 3: Sudomotor nerve activity and skin conductance are time-linked 

Figure adapted, with permissions, from Boucsein 2012 
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dependent on the decay process of the SCR previous to it [61]. Although past estimation 

methods of SCR amplitude have relied upon identification of peaks and troughs (identified as 

regions in the signal where the derivative is 0), these techniques do not account for cumulative 

activity of events and lead to an underestimation of the true amplitude of sequential spikes 

(see Figure 4A). A more appropriate method for estimating the peak amplitude is to extrapolate 

the recovery line of the first SCR and measure the Δy from this line to the second peak (see 

Figure 4B).   

 

 

Although various techniques to decompose the tonic and phasic components of GSR 

signal have been proposed, perhaps the most popular is by means of nonnegative 

deconvolution, described in detail by Benedek and Kaernbach (2010) [62]. The goal of this 

method of analysis is to parse out the underlying sudomotor nerve activity that drives each skin 

conductance response, taking the above extrapolation into account. Skin conductance can be 

described as a sum of its tonic and phasic components:  

𝑆𝐶 = 𝑆𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑐 + 𝑆𝐶𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑐 

Figure 4: Two techniques for the estimation of SCR spike amplitude 

Figures adapted, with permissions, from Boucsein 2012 
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To separate the raw GSR signal via nonnegative deconvolution, the tonic component is 

computed via continuous decomposition analysis. This method identifies the tonic signal as all 

the data that is not a part of an impulse event. Impulses are defined by analysis parameters 

that assign a minimum amplitude for a skin conductance response. This value is chosen based 

on the measurement equipment and experimental conditions. Once the tonic component is 

computer, the phasic component can then be calculated by subtraction from the total signal. 

Further analysis can then be done on the phasic component to compute features of individual 

skin conductance responses, such as their density and amplitude.  

2.7.2 Ocular Metrics of Cognitive Load 

The behaviors and physiologic features of the human eye can be useful in studying 

changes in cognitive processing demands during a task. This is in part because the eyes are 

controlled by an extensive neural network comprising of several parts of the brain that are 

directly involved in planning, emotion, and cognitive processing [63]. The main ocular metrics 

used to evaluate cognitive load are pupillometry, eye tracking features (including saccades and 

fixations), and blink analysis [64].  

2.7.2.1 Pupillometry  

Pupillometry refers to the measurement of changes in the size of the pupil as a result of 

its dilation and contraction.  Pupil dilation occurs as a result of the activation of the radial 

muscles of the iris, which are innervated by the sympathetic branch of the autonomic nervous 

system. Pupil size reflexively fluctuates with changes in ambient lighting and during the process 

of accommodation to change the shape of the lens to focus the eye [65]. However, pupil 
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dilation is also caused by an activation of the sympathetic nervous system and is linked to 

changes in cognitive state, attention, and mental effort [66-68]. Several studies have 

demonstrated a causal relationship between increased task difficulty (or cognitive load) and a 

subsequent dilation of the pupil [66, 69, 70]. In addition, the rate of change in pupil dilation has 

also been reported to correspond to varying levels of expertise, even when performance on 

tasks is the same [41]. Thus, pupillometry is an attractive option for the measurement of 

cognitive load in real time.  

There are several limitations to the use of pupillometry in cognitive load research. First, 

pupil size is very sensitive to changes in external luminance, so experimental conditions must 

be controlled rigorously to prevent the occurrence of pupillary light reflexes [71]. This is not 

possible in studies that measure pupil size in an active setting (such as a hospital) where 

participants look around and move through their environment. Even when ambient lighting 

conditions are fixed, pupillary dilation is a complex phenomenon that is subject to changes in 

the overall state of the autonomic nervous system [72]. Thus, it can be difficult to discern 

between general physiologic arousal and that which is caused by an increase in cognitive load. 

Also, in studies of cognitive resource allocation, pupillary response is nonlinear and seems to be 

more closely linked to invested cognitive effort than task difficulty [70, 73]. While dilations are 

small for easy tasks, they can also be small when the task difficulty exceeds the abilities of a 

participants, perhaps due to a conscious withdrawal of cognitive effort or mental fatigue when 

a task gets too challenging [73] . This may cause a mismatch of measures when paired with 

psychometric scales, which are often misreported as perceived task difficulty (see page 12).  
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Lastly, pupillary reflex can be influenced by person-specific factors such as age due to changes 

in autonomic nervous system function throughout one’s life [74]. 

2.7.2.2 Eye tracking 

Eye tracking can be useful in studying cognitive processes and has been used in thousands 

of psychobehavioral research studies. Typically, these methods record an individual’s eye 

movements across a fixed monitor (screen-based eye tracking) or a first-person video of their 

surroundings (portable head-mounted eye tracking). While some visual stimuli can draw 

attention automatically, other gaze behaviors are conscious and are thought to be controlled 

top-down by schema systems [14, 75]. For example, existing knowledge of a situation or 

environment will dictate the sequence of one’s visual and motor behaviors during a task [75]. 

Thus, patterns of visual attention can give insight into the development of expertise as experts 

tend to focus more on task-relevant visual information than novices [76]. These observations 

can help to follow the development of mental schema throughout the process of learning [14].  

One way of visualizing patterns in eye movement is by creating a heatmap (also called an 

attention map) to aggregate these behaviors over time (Figure 5) [77]. Visual heatmaps overlaid 

onto a scene may be useful for making inferences about participant thought processes, 

attention allocation, and prioritization. 
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Figure 5: Visual Heatmap Example 

While qualitative analysis of visual behaviors can give insight into the underlying thought 

processes that govern them, cognitive workload can be quantified more concretely using a 

variety of eye-tracking metrics [78]. The two main types of eye movements are fixations or 

saccades; each has been studied in the context of cognitive load.  

Fixations are the most commonly used eye tracking metric in human behavioral research. 

Fixation events stabilize the fovea to focus on a fixed point in space; they comprise about 90% 

of visual time and are made up of smaller eye movements like tremor (nystagmus), drift, and 

microsaccades [79-81].  While the purpose of these small movements is still somewhat unclear, 

it is theorized that tremors help to keep the nerve cells in the retina firing, while microsaccades 

correct for naturally occurring drifts caused by slight inaccuracies in oculomotor control [81]. 

These miniature movements are usually eliminated via filtering methods in eye tracking analysis 
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software, though there is some evidence that suggests a link between microsaccade measures 

and mental demand [80, 82].  When engaging in a task, fixations facilitate the processing of 

visual information in sensory memory and lead to its eventual surfacing in working memory [80, 

83]. Thus, fixation time and dwell time (the total time of all fixations on an area of interest) 

have been shown to increase with a corresponding increase in cognitive demand [84, 85].   

 Saccades occur during eye movement when the gaze is traced between two areas of 

focus (fixations) [80]. They are both the most frequent voluntary eye movements and are the 

fastest movements the body can produce, typically lasting only 10-100ms [77, 80]. These rapid 

eye movements happen at such great speed that no visual information can be gathered [81]. 

Although the analysis of saccades is not as popular as fixation measures in the cognitive load 

literature, there is some evidence to suggest that saccade duration, speed, and length are 

higher during cognitively demanding tasks [86]. 

Though most eye movements can be categorized as fixations or saccades, there are other 

types that occur when interacting with a dynamic environment to maintain focus on a stimulus. 

For example, smooth pursuit arises from the visual tracking of a target in motion [80]. Smooth 

pursuits require an object for the eye to follow and are driven by a different part of the brain 

than saccadic movement [77]. Similarly, the vestibulo-ocular reflex stabilizes still images on the 

retina during head rotation; it is caused by an activation of the vestibular system during head 

movement that automatically evokes an eye movement in the opposite direction [80]. While 

smooth pursuit and vestibulo-ocular reflex events are not directly studied in the context of 

cognitive load, their presence in eye tracking data provides a significant challenge in analysis, as 

there are no reliable algorithms to discern these oculomotor events from saccades [77].   
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2.7.2.3 Blinking 

Eye blinks can be categorized as either voluntary, reflexive, or endogenous [84, 87]. Unlike 

reflexive blinks, endogenous blinks occur in the absence of external stimuli; they are cortically 

controlled and are influenced by cognitive processes [87].  Unfortunately, it is difficult to 

distinguish between blink types using eye tracking software.   

Generally, endogenous blink duration decreases as cognitive load and task difficulty 

increase, regardless of whether the task is visual or mental [84].  Blink rate, on the other hand, 

seems to depend on the modality of the task. It decreases for visually-oriented tasks, perhaps 

as a result of an increase in visual processing demands [88].  In contrast, blink rate increases 

during cognitive tasks that do not require visual input [88]. Because real-world tasks involve a 

combination of visual and cognitive demands, blink rate may not be a suitable measure for 

cognitive load in this setting.  

2.7.2.4 Eye Tracking Technology: Theory and Applications 

Pupillometry, eye-tracking, and blink metrics can all be captured using modern eye 

tracking devices. Over the past several decades, eye tracking technology has evolved from 

simple techniques like electro-oculography (EMG of the muscles surrounding the eye) to more 

sophisticated methods of pupil and corneal reflection measures using digital video [80]. Today, 

pupil center corneal reflection techniques are the most commonly used method for video-

based eye tracking [89].  These devices use a light source (usually infrared) to illuminate the 

cornea and the pupil, creating reflections that can be detected by a camera [80].  When the 
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camera and light source are fixed in relation to the eye, the corneal reflection will remain 

stationary, while the pupillary reflection will change with eye movement  [80, 89].  

By measuring the relative position of these reflection patterns, a vector between the 

cornea and pupil landmarks can be calculated in real time. This vector allows the direction of 

gaze to be inferred, and it can then be overlaid onto a screen or scene camera to show visual 

behaviors. The x and y components of the gaze can be calculated by horizontal and vertical gaze 

vectors, and then z component (depth) can be inferred from the convergence of the two. An 

overview of the portable eye tracking technology used in this thesis can be viewed in Figure 6. 

Once the x, y, and z components of the raw gaze data are captured, they are converted 

to visual angle in spherical coordinates using analysis software [90]. This transformation allows 

for ocular movements to be analyzed independently, irrespective of the surroundings and the 

head’s position in space. The visual angle is then used to calculate the angular velocity in°/s.  

Figure 6: Portable eye tracking technology 

Figure adapted, with permissions, from Tobii 2019  
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Because the sampling rate of the eye tracking data is constant, the time component of velocity 

is ignored and velocity can be quantified by the change in visual angle alone. 

The identification of eye movement types like fixations and saccades is performed using 

a threshold function for angular velocity. Any points below the velocity threshold are 

categorized as fixations, and anything above is considered a saccade (Figure 7).  

 

 

Figure 7: How eye movement types are categorized 

  

The thresholds used in the identification of eye movement types have a significant 

impact on analysis results, as small even small variations in parameters can drastically alter the 

study outcomes [91]. Additionally, velocity threshold algorithms are not always able to 

distinguish vestibulo-ocular reflex and smooth pursuit movements from saccades because there 
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can be overlap in their range of speeds (Table 1).  Thus, threshold values should be chosen 

carefully and interpretation of results should take these considerations into account. 

Eye movement type Velocity Range 

Fixation 0 °/s 

Saccade 30-500 °/s 

Vesibulo-ocular reflex Up to 120 °/s 

Smooth pursuit 70-110 °/s 

Table 1: Velocity ranges of eye movement types overlap [77] 

2.7.3 Cardiac Response to Cognitive Load  

Perhaps the most common measure of psychophysiologic state is cardiac response. A large 

body of research has demonstrated a direct relationship between cognitive task demands and a 

change in cardiac activity resulting from hormonal response to stress [92-94]. Because the 

autonomic nervous system is responsible for the control of the cardiovascular system, an 

increase in mental workload compromises both the regulation of heart rate and the 

electrophysiology of cardiac cells [95].  

Heart rate and heart rate variability are the two main cardiac response metrics that are 

studied in the context of cognitive load. Heart rate (HR) is a count of heart contractions 

occurring over a period of time and is generally measured in beats per minute. HR increases 

under stress and cognitively demanding tasks [93, 94]. Heart rate variability (HRV) is a measure 

in the variation of time between successive heartbeats, usually quantified as a standard 

deviation of successive R-R intervals [95]. Unlike HR, heart rate variability decreases with 
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increasing task demands and is studied more frequently with respect to cognitive load [92, 94]. 

During a state of psychophysiologic arousal, the heart rhythm becomes faster and more regular 

Figure 8.  

 

Figure 8: Heart rate variability changes under physiologic arousal/cognitive load 

Figure adapted, with permissions, from iMotions 2019 

  The most popular sensor-based method to measure cardiac response to mental 

workload is the electrocardiogram (ECG) [96]. However, the use of ECG is not always practical in 
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an ambulatory setting because the setup is somewhat involved and the resulting waveform is 

sensitive to motion, respiration, and talking. Thus, the use of photoplethysmography (PPG), also 

called optical pulse, is an attractive alternative. 

PPG measures a volumetric change in the heart by detecting changes in pulse pressure 

through the dermis and subcutaneous tissues of the skin. The easily-applied sensor probe 

consists of: 1) a low intensity infrared green light that illuminates the skin and 2) a photodiode 

that measures variations in the intensity of the reflected and absorbed light [97]. Because the 

light is more strongly absorbed by blood than the surrounding tissues, a pulse waveform can be 

detected, and the amplitude of this signal is proportional the quantity of blood flowing through.  

Optical pulse can be measured almost anywhere on the body. However, like ECG, the 

resultant signal is sensitive to motion artifact and disruptions in the light patterns caused by the 

movement of tendons underneath the skin.   

2.8 Combining Measures of Cognitive Load 

Several primary research studies, systematic reviews, and meta-analyses have 

concluded that there is no single best measure of cognitive load [98-100]. This is because the 

psychological and physiological responses to changes in task demands are largely dependent on 

an individual’s biology, personality, coping strategies, and experiences [92, 99, 101]. While 

some studies have attempted to control for these features in their design, it is still unclear how 

individual differences influence behavioral and physiologic response patterns [92]. Therefore, 

future research on the topic should include detailed information on subject pool characteristics 
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(including personality traits) so that a clearer understanding of the interaction of these 

variables can be reached.      

Given the limitations of each physiologic measurement modality and the impact of 

individual traits on this response, many authors have advocated for the simultaneous use of 

multiple measures to quantify cognitive load [40, 100]. Furthermore, an important component 

of future physiologic studies should be the concurrent use of validated psychometric scales to 

rate invested mental effort since there is no other way to reliably detect subjective experience 

during a task. Thus, the experiments in this thesis incorporate the use of multiple physiologic 

and psychometric measurements of cognitive load, with the goal of identifying the most salient 

predictors of mental state in an active setting.  
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Chapter 3 

Psychophysiologic Measures of Cognitive Load: A Systematic Review 

3.1 Introduction 

As outlined in Chapter 2, there are many ways in which cognitive load can be objectively 

quantified during a task, but the most effective measurement modality still remains unknown. 

This systematic review surveyed the literature to discover all the ways in which cognitive load is 

measured physiologically in combination with validated psychometric measures.  

At the initiation of this review, there had been no other systematic reviews published on 

this topic. To prevent a duplication of work with that of other authors, this topic was registered 

through Prospero (the international register of systematic reviews) prior to beginning the 

review process. Despite this effort, two other systematic reviews on the psychophysiological 

measurement of cognitive load were published in 2019. However, the processes described in 

these publications did not follow PRISMA standards, which act as a quality control for the 

systematic review process. Both reviews focused on reporting the specific signal features of 

each physiologic measure and their success in reflecting changes in task difficulty, and largely 

neglected to describe key study design features that may impact these results. Furthermore, 

these reviews did not require their included studies to have a comparison of physiologic 

measures with validated psychometric surveys, a critical component that is necessary for 

proving the reliability of an objective measure. For this reason, this systematic review is distinct 

from those that have already been published in that it seeks to provide a more comprehensive 
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overview of published studies that measure cognitive load using physiologic measures, while 

adhering to PRISMA standards. 

3.2 Methods 

This study utilized a systematic review approach to explore the physiologic 

measurement modalities of cognitive load in the literature covering a wide range of academic 

fields and applications. This review was designed, conducted and reported in accordance with 

Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews (PRISMA) quality standards, and is reported 

in the following sections [102]. 

3.2.1 Eligibility Criteria  

A priori inclusion criteria were established following the Cochrane Review Protocol and 

organized according to the PICOS (Population, Intervention, Comparison, Outcome, Study 

Design) framework [102, 103].  This included the following:  

Population- healthy adult humans; Intervention- simulated laboratory and real-world 

scenarios and tasks during which cognitive load was measured; Comparison- cognitive load 

assessment modalities; Outcome- any outcomes; Study Design- any study design.  

Studies were eligible for inclusion if they employed NASA-TLX, Paas, or equivalent scales 

for subjective measures of cognitive load. These two specific psychometric scales were chosen 

as they are the two most commonly reported and validated measures in the cognitive load 

literature [36]. In addition, all included studies required one objective cognitive load measure in 
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the form of a physiologic variable. Only peer-reviewed English or translated to English articles 

were included.  

Secondary research papers, theses, and conference proceedings were excluded from 

this review. There were no exclusions on publication year. Studies on children, studies on 

subjects with cognitive or physical impairments, and studies involving pharmacological 

interventions were also excluded.  Additionally, studies that focused on comparisons based on 

person-specific factors, such as personality, age, nutrition, and sex, were excluded.  

3.2.2 Information Sources and Search Strategy 

A database search strategy was developed in collaboration with a health sciences 

librarian at Queen’s University.  The search was conducted in January 2019 and included the 

following databases: Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL), 

Embase, Ovid MEDLINE, PsycINFO, and Education Resources Information Center (ERIC). These 

databases were selected to provide a comprehensive search through the research libraries of 

medicine, psychology, education, nursing, and multidisciplinary scholarly journals.  A string of 

key terms relevant to cognitive load measurements was established to ensure consistency 

across searches. The framework of the search consisted of a Boolean expression that included 

terms from the following categories: 1) Cognitive Load AND 2) Psychometric Measures AND 3) 

Physiologic Measures.  Key words and MeSH heading search terms were truncated, exploded, 

and adjusted with the help of a librarian to comply with each of the databases. A complete Ovid 

Medline search can be found in Appendix A.  
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3.2.3 Study Selection 

Citations from all databases were downloaded and managed using Endnote X6 

Reference Manager, and duplicates were removed.  References yielded from the original search 

strategy were then compiled. Each title and abstract was reviewed by two authors 

independently and ranked based on its adherence to inclusion criteria. Studies were marked as 

either a “Yes”, “Maybe”, or “No” by each reviewer. Reviewer decisions were then aggregated 

and disagreements were resolved through group discussion.  Abstracts that did not provide 

adequate details to determine eligibility warranted full-text review to verify adherence to the 

inclusion criteria.  Titles and abstracts that cleared the initial sort were then individually 

searched in Ulrich’s Database to ensure they were peer-reviewed.  

3.2.4 Data Extraction and Synthesis 

Each full-text article that met the inclusion criteria was assessed independently by two 

reviewers using a modified version of the McMaster School of Rehabilitation Science Critical 

Review Form for Quantitative Studies and corresponding guidelines [104, 105]. The electronic 

form was tailored to extract additional information specific to cognitive load studies, including 

the psychometric measure used, the physiologic measures used, and details about the study 

environment and experimental design.  
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3.3 Results 

Electronic database searches yielded 9,654 results after deduplication. The initial title 

and abstract screen excluded 9,446 papers from the review. The 207 remaining titles were 

searched in Ulrich’s database for peer reviewed status of the journal they were published in 

and resulted in the exclusion of 29 additional papers. One hundred and seventy-nine full text 

articles were read and 53 final papers were assessed to meet the inclusion criteria of this 

review.  A full breakdown of results can be viewed in Figure 9, and a table of extracted data can 

be found in Appendix B.  

 

Figure 9: PRISMA Diagram 
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3.3.1.1 Psychometric Measures 

The majority of studies included in this review (43 of 53) used NASA-TLX as a 

psychometric measure of cognitive load. Four studies used NASA-TLX equivalent scales that 

were tailored to a specific task.  Two studies used the 9-point Paas scale, and five used a Paas 

equivalent scale. 

3.3.1.2 Physiologic Measures 

Thirty-five studies employed the use of multiple physiologic metrics for cognitive load, and 

eighteen studies used single physiologic measures. The breakdown of individual measurement 

types is as follows:  

a) Cardiac activity: thirty-six studies used cardiovascular measures including electrocardiogram 

(EGG) signal features, heart rate, heart rate variability, inter-beat interval, or blood 

pressure.  

b) Eye metrics: Nineteen studies in this review included the use of eye tracking metrics, 

including gaze tracking, saccade and fixation measures, electro-oculography (EOG), blink 

rate or frequency, and pupillometry.  

c) Respiratory measures: eleven studies used respiratory measures including respiratory rate, 

CO2 production, oxygen consumption, VO2/VO2 max, and tidal volume.  

d) Dermal activity measures: Nine studies used galvanic skin response (electrodermal activity) 

or skin temperature. 

e) Brain activity: Nine studies used brain activity measures including electroencephalography 

(EEG), event-related potentials, functional NearInfrared Spectroscopy (fNIRS).  
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f) Muscle activity: three studies used electromyography (EMG).  

g) Six studies used other physiologic measures including gait analysis metrics, gross motor 

activity (via accelerometer), metabolic activity, and intraocular pressure 

Figure 2. Frequency of physiologic measures reported. 

3.3.1.3 Task performance  

Forty studies included some use of performance measurement such as response time, 

accuracy, error rate, or task-specific performance.  
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3.3.1.4 Study fields 

Psychology and cognitive load, and industry and occupation growth, were two groups 

that most commonly occurred within the included articles (27 and 20 studies, respectively). 

Eight articles pertained to human-interface interactions and 5 were related to educational 

psychology.  

3.3.1.5 Research Setting 

Studies were predominantly conducted within simulated settings rather than a real-

world environment (50 vs. 3 studies, respectively). 

3.3.1.6 Motivation 

Overall, the primary objective of 31 studies was related to novel measures of cognitive 

load and mental engagement. Other common research aims included facilitating performance 

prediction, improving quality of learning and training, and enhancing understanding of 

emotions and affect (20, 4 and 2 studies, respectively). 

3.4 Discussion 

Through the analysis of the data extracted from each study in this review, several 

themes emerged.  

The most commonly reported physiologic measures of cognitive load in this systematic 

review were related to cardiac activity. This preference may be due to a lack of accessibility of 

non-traditional measurement devices in past years. However, the emergence of newer 

wearable devices such as portable eye tracking and galvanic skin response may increase the 

prevalence of these measures in cognitive load research in the future. A wide range of 
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physiologic measures were reported in the studies in this review, with most showing at least 

some association to cognitive load. However, the majority of papers did not include numerical 

correlation results to demonstrate the relationship between psychometric scores and the 

physiologic measures they used. Rather, authors commented on the feasibility of these 

measures to quantify cognitive load in an experimental setting. Without offering a comparison 

to validated measures, the quality of these studies and the validity of the physiologic measures 

they report is not demonstrated.   

For the most part, the studies included in this review used participants that were 

university-aged, suggesting some sample selection bias and a need for more variation in 

population characteristics in future studies. Cognitive load and the physiologic expression of 

express can be influenced by age, so the findings from studies with younger participants may 

not be transferable to working-aged adults.  

Despite an overarching goal of working towards the application of cognitive load 

measurement to real-world settings, a vast majority (94%) of studies in this review occurred in 

a controlled laboratory environment. This finding raises concern about whether the 

measurement modalities and findings of these studies are transferrable to a real-world setting. 

Although offering the benefit of feasibility (especially for bulky, non-portable measurement 

systems), a standardization of experimental tasks, and a reduction of motion-related 

disturbances in physiologic signals, lab studies critically fail to account for the influence that 

real-world factors have on cognitive resource allocation. The addition of extraneous load 

(induced through distractions), emotional response to events, and physical movement all play a 
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role in working memory and may manifest in physiologic signals, impacting the quality of 

physiologic measurement of cognitive load in the real-world.  

3.5 Conclusions and Future Directions 

The results of this review suggest that, despite an overwhelming amount of literature on 

this topic, the field of psychophysiological measures of cognitive load is still in its infancy. This is 

in part due to inconsistency in study findings, which may be attributed to differences in 

measurement devices or experimental settings. In order to determine which physiologic 

measures (or combination of measures) is most predictive of cognitive load, future studies 

should involve a broader range of participant characteristics, tasks, and environments. In this 

way, the transferability of these findings to real-world environments and the optimal 

measurement techniques for cognitive load may be determined.  

 This systematic review is still a work in progress. To gain a more comprehensive 

understanding of the physiologic measures of cognitive load used in the studies in this review, a 

meta analysis will be performed. By aggregating the quantitative data from the studies included 

in this review, it may be possible to infer the physiologic measures of cognitive load that most 

correlate to validated psychometric scores. To date, there have been no meta-analyses studies 

published that compare multiple physiologic measures of cognitive load to each other.  
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Chapter 4 

Analysis Methods: Physiologic Signals 

The methods for processing and analyzing physiologic signals used in this thesis are 

outlined below. The techniques described and the chosen parameters were applied to the 

experiments in Chapters 5 and 6. 

4.1 Galvanic Skin Response 

The experiments described in this thesis used two different commercially-available 

galvanic skin response sensors, but the analysis methods were the same. The analysis of raw 

GSR signal was performed in Ledalab, a MATLAB-based software that automates the 

decomposition into tonic and phasic components and detects individual skin conductance 

response peaks [62].   

4.1.1 Preprocessing 

The first step in analyzing galvanic skin response is to correct for artifacts in the signal 

caused by motion and friction of the electrodes against the skin. Because changes in 

electrodermal activity levels are relatively slow (on the order of seconds), any sharp changes in 

signal were assumed to be artifacts and were identified by visual inspection [49]. These 

portions of GSR data that contained major disturbances in the signal were cropped and 

excluded from analysis by use of a built-in artifact correction feature in Ledalab. High frequency 

noise was also removed by applying a moving average filter with a window size of 500ms. An 

example of these preprocessing techniques can be seen in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10: GSR Signal Preprocessing Steps 

4.1.2 GSR Signal Analysis  

Ledalab software was used for nonnegative deconvolution of the GSR signal into tonic and 

phasic components. A threshold amplitude of 0.01uS was used for the detection of individual 

skin conductance responses. This threshold value was chosen because of its previous use in 

studies that detect galvanic skin response at the fingers and wrists [106].  Peak amplitudes and 

times were then used to calculate average peak density and average amplitude during times of 

interest.  
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4.2 Eye tracking analysis  

Eye tracking data was analyzed using the Tobii Pro Lab software. The Tobii-VT attention 

filter was used to characterize eye movements as fixations or saccades. Built into this filter, the 

following steps are followed: 

1. Interpolation of missing data to fill in recording gaps under 75ms 

2. Reduction of noise using a moving median filter  

3. Merging adjacent fixations (less than 0.5 degrees and less than 75 ms apart) into 

one event 

4. Calculation of velocity using 20ms windows 

5. Classification of eye movement types using a velocity threshold of 100 °/s for 

saccades. 

With a higher velocity threshold of 100 °/s for saccades, this filter classifies, with some 

degree of error, all other eye movement types as fixations. Thus, smooth pursuit, vestibulo-

ocular reflex, and fixations are characterized together as “attention” behaviors. This estimation 

is slightly overestimated, as about 10-15% of slower saccades will be miscategorized as 

attention.  

Blinks were identified by missing pupil data; any gaps in the data between 80-500ms 

were categorized as a single blink event.  

 After eye movements were classified, data was exported to MATLAB, where measures 

of fixation duration, fixation frequency, saccade duration, saccade frequency, blink rate, and 

pupil diameter were calculated. Each measure was averaged over a 1 second window and then 

filtered using a moving average with a window width of 30 seconds. 
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Chapter 5 

Psychophysiologic Measures of Cognitive Load in Trauma Physicians 

During Resuscitation Response 

5.1 Introduction 

 When accompanied by environmental and emotional stressors, working memory 

capacity can be exceeded, leading to decreased performance and a hindered ability to learn 

new information [107]. In the high-paced and dynamic clinical setting of an emergency 

department, a physician’s ability to manage mental resources and mitigate the effects of 

cognitive overload is critical to patient safety [108].  As such, expert trauma team leaders are 

conditioned to perform complex tasks while navigating situations of uncertainty and stress. 

Although this ability to manage cognitive resources under crisis is seen as the hallmark of 

expertise in a resuscitation setting, the specific cognitive strategies used by these experts and 

the patterns of their expression remain unknown [109].  Without a means to reliably and 

objectively measure the markers of cognitive load in trauma physicians during real 

resuscitations, the ability to teach these strategies to novice physicians is difficult.  

 Generally, there are three main ways to quantify cognitive load: subjective psychometric 

scales of exerted mental effort, task and performance-based indices, and physiologic measures 

such as EEG, cardiac response, gaze tracking, and galvanic skin response [1, 28]. Although 

secondary task performance and post-hoc psychometric scales have been reported to show 

strong correlations to cognitive load, their ability to measure rapid changes in cognitive state is 
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limited and their use is not practical in a clinical setting.  Consequently, objective physiologic 

measures of cognitive load are an attractive option for evaluating physician cognitive state 

during real resuscitations. Unfortunately, few studies have directly compared several 

physiologic measures of cognitive load, so it remains unclear which method is most informative 

of cognitive load in a real world setting.   

 Until recently, studies quantifying cognitive load using physiologic measures have been 

largely conducted in a controlled laboratory setting, lacking the fidelity of a high-stress clinical 

environment. Problematically, previous research on the physiologic responses to cognitive load 

have largely ignored the potential interference between working memory and affect, limiting 

our ability to understand and apply findings of cognitive load research in a dynamic ambulatory 

environment [34].  However, recent advancements in wearable sensors provide a promising 

avenue for evaluating physiologic measures in real-world settings without hindering the 

workflow of the operator.  

To measure physician cognitive load during resuscitation response, this study aims to 

combine traditional cognitive load rating scales with physiologic data from these newer 

wearable devices. Through this experiment, we may begin to identify the most salient measures 

of cognitive load in a resuscitation setting and the behaviors that characterize expertise. To our 

knowledge, this is the first study of its kind to measure cognitive load of physicians during real 

resuscitation.  
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5.1.1 Cognitive Load Measures  

Cognitive load can be measured using both subjective and objective techniques [28] . 

The methods used in this experiment are listed below. 

 Psychometric Measures: Subjective evaluations of invested mental effort are the most 

commonly used measure for cognitive load. In the present study, the popular 9-point Paas scale 

was used, which has been validated to be a reliable and repeatable measure for cognitive load 

[28, 37].  

 Physiologic Measures: As is discussed in Chapter 2, there are several physiologic 

measures of cognitive load reported in the literature. This study uses a combination of 

physiologic measures including:  

1) Ocular measures, including eye tracking, pupillometry, and blink analysis 

2) Galvanic skin response 

3) Cardiac response via optical pulse 

5.2 Methods and Materials 

Ethics approval was obtained from the Queen’s University Health Sciences Ethics Review 

Board prior to participant enrollment (ethics file #6013544).  

5.2.1 Experimental Setting 

This study was conducted in the emergency department of a Canadian regional trauma 

center with a large catchment area and an annual patient volume of greater than 60,000. Data 

collection occurred from September 2018-September 2019. 
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5.2.2 Participants 

Six expert trauma physicians were recruited for participation in this study. Each 

participant had fellowship-level training in trauma or critical care. Table 2 shows a summary of 

participants and their qualifications. 

Participant Qualifications 
1 Emergency medicine specialist, trauma fellowship  
2 Emergency medicine specialist, critical care fellowship  
3 Emergency medicine specialist, resuscitation fellowship 
4 Emergency medicine specialist, critical care fellowship 
5 Emergency medicine specialist, resuscitation and reanimation fellowship  
6 Emergency medicine specialist, critical care fellowship 

Table 2: Participant Qualifications 

5.2.3 Data Collection 

Data collection was initiated by trauma team activation, a preparatory process that 

happens in the emergency department that gathers all of the necessary resources and 

personnel to address the clinical needs of a critically ill patient. Prior to patient arrival via 

ambulance, trauma team leaders were outfitted with wearable physiologic measurement 

devices.  Data collection began prior to patient arrival via ambulance and continued until a 

natural endpoint in the resuscitation. To gain insight into the planning phase of each case and 

to help guide the retrospective debrief protocol, before the eye tracking recording device was 

removed, participants were asked to recall and verbalize their thought process in the moments 

leading up to patient arrival. To prevent interruption of patient care, no data was collected 

when research assistants arrived after the patient.  
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5.2.4 Apparatus 

Gaze tracking and first person video were captured using the Tobii Pro Glasses 2 

portable eye tracker. At the beginning of each recording, the device was calibrated according to 

the manufacturer recommendations. Eye movements and pupillometry were sampled 

binocularly at 50 Hz. Recordings were uploaded to a secured study computer with analysis and 

video replay software (Tobii Pro Lab). Galvanic skin response and heart rate were measured 

using an Empatica E4 wristband on the non-dominant wrist to minimize motion artifact. This 

device has been validated in previous studies [110]. 

 

Figure 11: Wearable physiologic measurement devices used 
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Physiologic data from the two devices were time-synced using an event marker on the 

E4 wristband that was later matched up to the eye tracking video (Figure 12).  The event 

marking procedure was completed twice—once at the beginning and once at the end of each 

trial—to account for any inconsistencies in sampling rates of the two devices.  

Figure 12: Time-syncing using event marker on Empatica E4 wristband 

5.2.5 Debriefing 

Within two weeks of the resuscitation case, each participant was debriefed using the 

first-person video captured from the portable eye tracker using an eye-tracking augmented 

debriefing protocol developed by our team in another study [5]. Participants were encouraged 

to verbalize their internal dialogue throughout the progression of the video. The video was 

paused at clinically significant moments that were predefined by a physician debriefer who had 

training in this technique. During these pauses, participants were asked to rate their cognitive 
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load using a Paas scale [6]. The psychometric ratings and participant commentary throughout 

the case were then time-matched to the eye-tracking, galvanic skin response, and heart rate 

data from each case. 

5.2.6 Data Analysis 

A detailed explanation of analysis methods for individual physiologic signals can be 

found in Chapter 4.  Previous research on the physiologic response to cognitive load has shown 

that the onset of measurable physiologic change can vary between modalities [36]. Because 

this study aims to look at a physiologic snapshot of cognitive load using several measures, an 

average of each metric was taken as a window around a 30 second time of interest at which a 

Paas scale was recorded. This also helped to account for the differences in sampling rate of the 

measures and prevented the need for sample rate conversion methods.  

All measures were filtered using a moving average with a window of 10 seconds to 

account for noise in the signal. Ledalab was used to analyze GSR signal and a threshold of 

0.01uS was set for skin conductance response spikes. MATLAB software was then used to 

average each measure over the time frames of interest, Mathematica was used for graphing, 

and SPSS was used for statistical analysis.  

5.3 Results 

Eye-tracking, galvanic skin response, and heart rate measures were captured from two 

expert physicians during three trauma resuscitations. Example measures from one case are 

highlighted in this section.  
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5.3.1 Paas Scores 

Paas scores varied between cases and ranged from 2 (very, very low cognitive load) to 9 

(very, very high cognitive load). An example of Paas scores can be seen in Figure 13. 

 

Figure 13: Paas Scores during a resuscitation, collected during debriefing 

Each letter in the Figure 13 corresponds to a different clinically significant event during 

the trauma resuscitation case. These events were transcribed during the debriefing process and 

are summarized in Table 3. 
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Label 
Time 
point 

Paas 
Scale 

Event 

A 2:09 3 
Low mental effort during a routine team pre-brief prior 
to patient arrival 

B 14:45 5 Organizing team and assigning roles 

C  27:18 3 Phone call with radiology 

D  32:08  6 Prompted that patient is becoming unstable 

E  40:43 9 Second trauma arrives in the department 

F  44:20 8 Managing resources between two patients 

G  46:42 3 Problem solved 

H   48:53  8 Manages both patients 

I  1:02:17 8 Continues to manage both patients 

Table 3: Events during trauma resuscitation and corresponding Paas scales 

5.3.2 Galvanic Skin Response Measures 

Galvanic skin response was decomposed into tonic and phasic components via the 

methods outlined in Chapters 2 and 4. The phasic signal was used to calculate skin conductance 

response amplitude and frequency. An example of this deconstructed signal can be seen in 

Figure 14. 

 

Figure 14: Example of decomposition of GSR signal into tonic and phasic components 
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In order to compare psychometric and physiologic measures of cognitive load, Paas 

scores were overlaid onto the galvanic skin response magnitude (Figure 15), skin conductance 

amplitude (Figure 16), and skin conductance response frequency (Figure 17).  

5.3.2.1 GSR Magnitude 

 

Figure 15: GSR Magnitude and Paas Scores 
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5.3.2.2 Skin Conductance Response Amplitude and Frequency 

 

Figure 16: SCR Amplitude and Paas Scores 

 

Figure 17: SCR frequency (in peaks/minute) and Paas Scores 
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5.3.3 Ocular Measures 

Similar to above, figures 18-23 depict the ocular measures of cognitive load with 

overlaid Paas scores.  

5.3.3.1 Saccade Frequency and Duration 

 

Figure 18: Saccade frequency and Paas Scores 
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Figure 19: Saccade duration and Paas Scores 

5.3.3.2 Fixation Duration and Frequency 

Figure 20: Fixation duration and Paas Scores 
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Figure 21: Fixation frequency (in fixations/minute) and Paas scores 

5.3.3.3 Blink Rate 

 

Figure 22: Blink rate and Paas scores 
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5.3.3.4 Pupillometry 

 

Figure 23: Pupil size and Paas scores 
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5.3.4 Cardiac Measures 

A plot of heart rate (in BPM) and Paas scores can be seen in Figure 24.  

5.3.4.1 Heart rate  

 

Figure 24: Heart rate and Paas scores 

5.3.4.2 Heart rate variability 

The PPG signal quality was insufficient to calculate heart rate variability. Figure 25 shows 

a sample of captured PPG data (top signal) with the corresponding acceleration of the device. 

Figure 25: Optical pulse wave and device acceleration 
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Disturbances in the optical pulse signal were highly linked to acceleration of the device, 

suggesting the poor quality of the data can be attributed to motion artifact.  

5.3.5 Paired Regression Results 

Paas scores and the average value of each physiologic measures in the 30s window 

around these time points were plotted and R2 values were calculated to determine the 

correlation between psychometric and physiologic measures.  

Trial Participant 
GSR 

magnitude 
SCR 

amplitude 
SCR 

frequency 
Heart 
rate 

Pupil 
Size 

Blink 
rate 

Saccade 
frequency 

Saccade 
duration 

Fixation 
frequency 

Fixation 
duration 

1 1 0.169 0.682 0.859 0.473 0.035 0.754 0.595 0.001 0.284 0.691 

2 1 0.09 0.399 0.455 0.091 0.026 0.141 0.332 0.002 0.085 0.371 

3 2 0.035 0.387 0.209 0.043 0.077 0.301 0.335 0.065 0.197 0.679 

Table 4: R2 values for Paas scores vs. Physiologic Measures 

5.4 Discussion 

The debriefing protocol used in this study was an effective method for capturing 

psychometric scores of expert trauma physicians during real resuscitation cases. The use of 

first-person eye tracking video allowed participants to easily recall and report their thought 

processes during the resuscitations. 

The wearable sensors were also a useful tool for measuring the physiologic state of the 

participants. Some physiologic signals seem to have a stronger correlation to Paas scores.  

The physiologic measurements that had the least correlation to psychometric measures 

were optical pulse (for heart rate and heart rate variability), blink rate, pupillometry, and 

galvanic skin response.  
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The optical pulse signal was insufficient for calculation of heart rate variability, and 

disturbances in the data were linked to motion of the device. According to the device 

specifications, the Empatica E4 wristband can only accurately measure heart rate if there is 

motion less than 30% of the time. The role of trauma team leader requires physicians to 

participant in hands-on treatment; thus, optical pulse measured at the wrist is likely not a 

sufficient measure for participant cardiac response in an active setting.  

Although blink rate showed some correlation to Paas scores, the values for blink rate 

were nonsensical and at times reached up to 200 blinks/minute. This is likely due to the method 

in which blinks were calculated. Because blinks are detected as gaps in the eye tracking data, 

other sources of missing data (such as errors in the gaze algorithm) contributed to these levels 

and led to higher-than-normal values. Pupillometry also showed little correlation to Paas 

scores. As discussed in chapter 2, pupil size is sensitive to changes in ambient lighting and is 

difficult to measure in a dynamic setting, so this result was expected. Because participants were 

in constant motion during their cases, it is probable that pupillary light reflexes were occurring.  

Perhaps the most surprising result is that galvanic skin response magnitude showed 

little correlation to self-reported cognitive load, despite previous literature suggesting 

otherwise. One possible explanation for this finding is that sudden drops in self-reported 

cognitive load were not reflected in GSR magnitude and caused a decrease in the correlation 

results (see events C and G in Figure 13) . Galvanic skin response is relatively quick to rise and 

slow to fall, especially when there is a sweat build up underneath the sensors [49]. Thus, it is 

unlikely that the tonic level of GSR (reflected in the overall magnitude) would reflect these 

sudden drops that occur within shorter time frames (less than five minutes).  
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The physiologic signals that showed the most correlation to self-reported cognitive load 

were SCR amplitude, SCR frequency, and the eye tracking metrics of fixation duration and 

saccade frequency. SCR measures were sensitive to the more sudden drops in cognitive load 

that GSR magnitude alone did not detect. This is because SCR amplitude subtracts the tonic GSR 

levels and isolates individual skin conductance responses. The eye tracking metrics showed 

varying correlation to cognitive load and suggest the velocity algorithm was adequate for the 

use of portable eye tracking in a dynamic setting.  

5.5 Limitations 

There are several limitations to this study. The sample size is small, so the results may 

not be generalizable to a larger population. The participants were also all male, which may have 

an influence on physiologic and affective response. For example, a 2001 study showed that 

women had larger skin conductance responses to unpleasant pictures than men [111]. Thus, 

given the complex interplay of affect and cognitive load involved in trauma resuscitations, the 

results of this study may have been influenced by individual participant characteristics.     

Unlike traditional laboratory experiments, the protocol of this study did not include the 

measurement of physiologic state during a baseline phase. A baseline reading was not possible 

for this study because by the time the research assistants arrived for data collection, 

participants were already anticipating the arrival of their patient via ambulance and were likely 

experiencing some level of psychophysiologic arousal. A baseline reading would have also 

interfered with the workflow of the participants.  
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Psychometric scores were collected during debriefing during times in the case that were 

deemed “clinically significant” by a trained physician debriefer. Thus, it is possible that the 

selection of these times was subject to bias.  Psychometric scores rely on the ability of 

participants to be introspective to their own thoughts during the re-watching of their first 

person video. Because the debriefs took place up to two weeks after each case, it is possible 

that the memory of cognitive load during the debriefs is not wholly accurate, and that recall 

bias occurred. The cognitive load reported during debriefs may also have been influenced by 

the outcomes of the trauma resuscitations.  

The results from the physiologic measures are sensitive to the analysis methods and filter 

choices. The methods used in this study assume that cognitive load levels are more or less 

sustained for the 30 second window around the time at which the psychometric scores were 

gathered. However, cognitive load may have fluctuated during this time span.  

5.6 Conclusions and Future Directions 

Overall, the results of this study showed an inconsistent correlation between different 

physiologic measures and psychometric scores. It is unclear whether this is a result of 

differences in participant physiology, the varying demands of each resuscitation case, or the 

measurement techniques. Individual participant differences such as age, sex, state and train 

anxiety, and health may influence the physiologic response to cognitive load.  Despite these 

differences, there does appear to be a stronger correlation between psychometric scores and 

galvanic skin response signal features (SCR amplitude and frequency) and eye tracking metrics 

when compared to heart rate. Previous studies have concluded that there may not be a single 
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gold standard physiologic measure for cognitive load [112]. Rather, by combining several 

metrics, the ability to measure cognitive load may amplify.  

By combining the self-reported cognitive load scales with physiologic measures of 

galvanic skin response, heart rate, and eye-tracking, this study gives insight into the cognitive 

processes of expert trauma physicians during real resuscitations. Quantitative analysis of this 

physiologic data matched with the psychometric scales may help to identify the most 

meaningful metrics for real-time measures of cognitive load of expert trauma physicians.  

In the future, multiple physiologic measures may be used in combination to assess the 

cognitive load of physicians in a clinical setting. In addition, physiologic response of participants 

could be measured during the re-watching of first-person video to enhance the validity of this 

debriefing technique in cognitive load reporting.  
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Chapter 6 

Performance-Enhancing Psychological Skills in Medical Simulation 

6.1 Introduction 

 Cognitive load theory is of particular relevance to the high-stakes field of emergency 

medicine, where physicians must mentally access and synthesize large amounts of information 

for multiple patients under the constraints of limited time and resources. When situational 

stress and emotions place a strain on working memory, a medical team leader’s capacity to 

treat critically ill and/or dying patients may become compromised. To prepare physicians-in-

training to operate under these conditions, medical education incorporates the use of clinical 

simulation to recreate these scenarios in a safe setting, using manikins instead of live patients. 

Simulation-based medical education has been proven to be an effective form of medical 

education that improves both patient care practices and outcomes [113]. This type of training 

offers several advantages over bedside training, including allowing students to commit errors 

(and learn from them) and giving novice physicians the opportunity to explore their 

communication and leadership skills [24].  

 Clinical simulations are often designed to evoke feelings of stress, uncertainty, and 

emotion to mimic the challenges that learners may face in the real world [10]. They can also 

introduce distractions like noise, such as the loud beeping of a vitals monitor, to condition 

learners to the chaos of a resuscitation environment [26].  Although effective in assimilating 
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learners to the chaos of acute care, when not managed properly, these sources of extraneous 

cognitive load cause a burden on working memory, leading to a hindered ability to learn and 

understand new information. As such, recent research in medical education has aimed to find 

techniques to reduce the effects of cognitive overload in clinical simulations to optimize the 

quality of learning and performance of student physicians. One such method implemented in 

medical education is performance-enhancing psychological skills (PEPS).  

PEPS have been used in a variety of fields to improve overall performance. The goal of 

PEPS training is to improve both cognitive and technical performance through a sequence of 

mental exercises aimed to prepare and relax learners before engaging in a task [114]. These 

learned skills can be extended to future clinical practice in a hospital setting to help physicians 

manage mental resources under pressure. Lauria et al. (2017) recently introduced a new PEPS 

tailored for emergency medicine called the “Beat the Stress Fool” (BTSF) protocol, which was 

designed to reduce operator stress during acute care situations [22]. The BTSF pneumonic, 

standing for “breathe, talk, see, focus,” guides the user through a sequential list of 

psychological exercises to positively impact cognitive load and performance. These four steps 

and their psychological benefits can be viewed in Table 5.  

 

Word Psychological Impact 

Breathe A slower, more consciously controlled breathing pattern leads to a calmer 
emotional and physiologic state [115].  

Talk Positive self-talk reduces anxiety, enhances self-confidence, and improves 
performance [116] 

See Visualizing a procedure or task activates the same neurologic network used 
to perform the task and can enhance motivation, confidence, and overall 
preparation [117, 118]. 
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Focus Verbalization of a specific "trigger" word helps narrow one's attention to the 
goal at hand [119]. 

Table 5: BTSF Protocol Steps and Psychological Benefits 

Although each of the components of the BTSF protocol has been proven to be effective 

individually, the tool in its entirety has not been studied in a clinical simulation setting. The goal 

of this pilot study is to test the validity of the BTSF protocol in reducing cognitive load during 

clinical simulation using a combination of physiologic and psychometric measures.  

6.2 Methods 

Ethics approval was obtained from the Queen’s University Health Sciences Ethics Review 

Board (file #6023829) prior to participant enrollment. 

6.2.1 Experimental Setting 

 Each year, the Queen's University Department of Family Medicine runs a "Nightmares" 

course in the Clinical Simulation Centre to teach emergency medicine fundamentals to first year 

family medicine resident physicians [120]. The simulation curriculum throughout the course is 

designed to challenge participants to make critical decisions for patient care under time and 

situational pressures that mimic those of a real-world setting.  

Participants were grouped into teams and separated into three rooms where their 

simulations took place.  Each simulation lab was equipped with a Laerdal SimMan 3G high 

fidelity mannequin in place of a patient and had all of the supplies and props of a real 

resuscitation environment. Additionally, each room was supervised by two experienced 

simulation educators who were faculty members of the department of family medicine with 
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experience in emergency medicine. All simulations were run by a professional simulation 

technician. Each room progressed through a series of sixteen high-fidelity simulation scenarios.   

 

6.2.2 Participants 

In total, fifty-five first year family medicine residents were recruited for participation in 

this study. All participants who were asked to participate agreed and underwent informed 

consent. At the start of their residency program, each trainee is assigned to one of two groups 

for logistical purposes. This pre-existing division was used for the assignment of participants 

into cohorts.  

6.2.3 Demographics and State Trait Anxiety Surveys 

Participants filled out a brief demographics survey and completed the state-trait anxiety 

inventory form [121]. The STAI is composed of two separate self-rating scales. The first scale 

reports “state-anxiety” to quantify how the person is feeling in the moment. The second scale 

scores the participant’s general level of “trait anxiety”.  

6.2.4 Pilot Study 

The study procedures were piloted during the previous year’s Nightmares FM course 

between February and April of 2019. The pilot study participants were members of a different 

cohort of family medicine residents than the ones who participated in the full study.  

6.2.5 Physiologic Measurement Device 

Galvanic skin response and heart rate of participants were collected using a Shimmer 3 

GSR+ wearable sensor set to a sampling rate of 128 Hz. Galvanic skin response was measured at 
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the palmar surface of the base of the index and middle fingers; this site was chosen for 

measurement because of its high concentration of eccrine sweat glands [56, 122]. Finger straps 

were worn on the non-dominant hand to minimize the effect of motion artifact from 

participant movement. An optical pulse clip was affixed to the earlobe on the same side. The 

wireless device logged data autonomously to an SD card that was accessed later.  Figure 26 

depicts the GSR measurement device placement on the hand.  

Figure 26: Device used to measure galvanic skin response and optical pulse 

6.2.6 Data Collection  

Physiologic measurements and psychometric survey data were collected for the team 

leader of each of the sixteen clinical simulations. Participants took turns being the team leader; 
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on average, each participant completed three trials. Participants in the experimental group 

were verbally guided through the BTSF protocol by a research assistant trained in this 

technique. The individual steps of the BTSF protocol were tailored for use in the Nightmares FM 

course (See Figure 36). For example, during the “See” phase, participants were instructed to 

visualize the first few steps of walking into a code room to manage an ill patient.  Before the 

start of their simulation, both cohorts underwent a seated and silent baseline condition. The 

simulation then began and ended at a natural endpoint determined by the instructor. Following 

the 

simulation, participants were asked to self-report their cognitive load using a modified 9-point 

Paas scale via paper and pencil (Figure 27). These surveys were later matched to the physiologic 

data from each trial.  

6.2.7 Event Marking 

Figure 27: Modified Paas Scale 
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To minimize the disruption to the course, trials were not uploaded to the device 

computer until the end of each session. As such, each recording logged to the device contained 

several trials. Because the Shimmer 3 GSR+ sensor does not allow for event marking in log-and-

store mode, the device recorded data continuously throughout the data collection period and 

times of interest were identified later.  

The start and stop points for each phase of the data collection protocol were recorded 

using a universal clock that was time-synced to the device home computer (and thus to the 

devices themselves). A timeline of events for the experimental condition and the corresponding 

event times that were recorded is shown in Figure 28.  

 

Figure 28: Data collection timeline for the experimental condition 

 

 Event time Significance 

Experimental 
Condition 

t1 BTSF Start 

t2 BTSF Stop/Baseline Start 

t3 Baseline Stop/Simulation Start 

t4 Simulation Stop  

Control 
Condition 

t1 BTSF Stop/Baseline Start 

t2 Baseline Stop/Simulation Start 

t3 Simulation Stop  

Table 6: Event times marked and their significance 

6.2.8 Data Analysis  
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After data collection, recorded event times were converted to Unix time to match the 

timestamp format of the device clock. Using a coding sheet with these times of interest, a 

custom Python script cropped each data file into individual trials that included galvanic skin 

response and heart rate data. Data was then analyzed according to the methods outlined in 

Chapter 2.  

The focus of this study was to determine the overall effectiveness of the BTSF protocol 

on cognitive load using a combination of psychometric and physiologic indices. An average of 

each physiologic measure was taken across the duration of each simulation to quantify the 

aggregate response throughout separate trials.  Galvanic skin response magnitude, skin 

conductance response spike amplitude, and heartrate measures were normalized to account 

for individual differences in physiologic baseline using Equation 1. A percent change between 

phases was calculated using Equation 2.  

𝒙𝒏𝒐𝒓𝒎 =
�̅�𝒔𝒊𝒎𝒖𝒍𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏

�̅�𝒃𝒂𝒔𝒆𝒍𝒊𝒏𝒆
  

Equation 1: Normalization of physiologic Variables 

 

% 𝒄𝒉𝒂𝒏𝒈𝒆 𝒙 = [
�̅�𝒔𝒊𝒎𝒖𝒍𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 − �̅�𝒃𝒂𝒔𝒆𝒍𝒊𝒏𝒆

�̅�𝒃𝒂𝒔𝒆𝒍𝒊𝒏𝒆
] × 𝟏𝟎𝟎%  

Equation 2: Percent change calculation  

6.3 Results  

6.3.1 Study Population Characteristics 
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Fifty-five first year family medicine residents participated in this study. The experimental 

and control groups had a similar distribution of population characteristics with regards to their 

size, age, and sex. A summary of the cohorts characteristics can be viewed in Table 7.  

 

 Experimental Group Control Group 
Total Simulation 

Trials 

Number of 
Participants 

28 first year residents 
(17 female) 

27 first year 
residents 

(14 female) 
48 

Average age 29.8 ± 5.3 years 27.8 ± 4.3 years 46 

  Table 7: Summary of study population and trials 

6.3.1.1 State-Trait Anxiety Inventory Scores 

For both cohorts, state anxiety scores were notably higher than trait anxiety scores, 

suggesting the course itself induced some anxiety or nervousness. The difference between 

cohorts for both state and trait anxiety was not statistically significant.  

 
Experimental 

Group 
Control Group t-test results 

Y-1 score 
(state 

anxiety) 
48.1  49.5 p=0.685 

Y-2 score 
(trait 

anxiety) 
38.2 39.4 p=0.595 

 

According to the literature, the national average state and trait anxiety scores for 

working adults is around 35.5 and 34.8, respectively [121]. Additionally, a cutoff score of 40 has 

been suggested for clinically-significant anxiety [123]. The majority of participants were above 
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average the national average and a considerable portion were above the cutoff for clinically-

significant anxiety (Figure 29). 

 

 

 

 
Experimental 

Group 
Control Group Overall 

Percent above national  
Y-1 average 

85.7%  96.2% 90.9% 

Percent above national  
Y-2 average 

64.3% 59.3% 67.3% 

Percent above cut-off 
for clinically significant 

state anxiety (Y-1) 
71.4% 70.3% 70.9% 

Percent above cut-off 
for clinically significant 

trait anxiety (Y-2) 
42.9% 37.1% 40%% 

Figure 29: Comparison of STAI scores to national average and clinically significant cutoffs 

6.3.1.2 Participant self-reported skill levels 

Participants were asked to self-report their skill level compared to their peers: 

“With regards to taking a leadership role in acute care 

medicine/running codes, how would you rate your current 

skills compared to your peers?” 

A breakdown of these results can be viewed in Figure 30. 
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Figure 30: Self-reported skill levels  

6.3.2 Psychometric Measures  

The average Paas scores for the control condition were higher than the experimental 

group. The t-test results (Table 8) show that this difference is statistically significant. 

Average 
Value 

Experimental Group Control Group t-test results 

Paas score  6.25 ± 1.25 6.96 ± 1.19 p=0.0026 

Table 8: Average Paas scores for experimental and control conditions 

6.3.2.1 Paas scores and person-specific factors 

A comparison between groups of responders of the self-reported skill levels indicates 

some trend in psychometric scores of cognitive load.  
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Figure 31: Self-reported skill level and Paas scores for both cohorts 

The Paas scores of participants above and below the group STAI average were also 

compared across all participants from both cohorts. This analysis revealed a statistically 

significant increase in cognitive load for participants with higher than average state anxiety. 

This difference was not present in trait anxiety scores.  
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Figure 32: Paas scores for participants above and below STAI averages for both cohorts 

6.3.3 Galvanic Skin Response 

Galvanic skin response magnitude and skin conductance response amplitude showed a 

signature increase between the baseline and simulation phases of the trial. An example of 

galvanic skin response magnitude and skin conductance response spikes during both conditions 

can be seen in Figure 33 and Figure 34.  
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Figure 34: GSR signal features over the duration of a trial in the control condition 

 

Galvanic skin response signal was decomposed via the methods outlined in chapters 2 

and 3. For each trial, the GSR magnitude, skin conductance response amplitude (measured in 

uS), and skin conductance response density (measured in spikes/minute) were averaged and 

then normalized using Equation 1. A summary of these results is below.  

Average 
Normalized 

Value 

Experimental Group 
± variance 

Control Group  
± variance  

t-test results 

GSR 
magnitude  

1.133 ± 0.12 1.278 ± 0.20 p=0.086 

SCR amplitude 2.265 ± 2.63 2.961 ± 3.58 p=0.066 

SCR density 2.532 ± 3.66 2.734 ± 3.800 p=0.584 

Table 9: Normalized physiologic measures for experimental and control groups 

Simulation 

Baseline 

BTSF 

Figure 33: GSR signal features over the duration of a trial in the experimental condition 

Baseline 

Simulation 
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6.3.4 Comparison of physiologic measures between BTSF, baseline, and simulation  

The percent change in GSR magnitude and SCR amplitude between the BTSF, baseline, 

and simulation phases was averaged for all intervention trials using Equation 2. These results 

show that there is a relatively small change in all the physiologic measures between the BTSF 

and baseline states.  

 % change of GSR 
magnitude, 

averaged across 
all intervention 

trials 

% change of 
SCR amplitude, 

averaged 
across all 

intervention 
trials 

% change of 
SCR density, 

averaged 
across all 

intervention 
trials 

BTSF vs. baseline 3.22% 7.60% -0.73% 

Baseline vs. simulation 42.22% 184.71% 160.21% 

Table 10: Percent change of GSR metrics between experimental phases 

6.3.5 Heartrate  

Heart rate data was filtered using a moving average over a 5 second interval before 

analysis. The quality of the heart rate signal was not sufficient to gather interbeat interval or 

heart rate variability measures from. These disturbances in data were likely due to motion 

artifact and can be seen in the gaps in the data in Figure 35. 
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Figure 35: Moving average of heartrate in experimental condition 

Although the optical pulse wave form was not clean enough for HRV to be calculated, an 

average heart rate was calculated by the analysis software (Consensys). There was no 

significant difference in normalized heart rate between experimental and control conditions.  

Average 
Normalized 

Value 
Experimental Group Control Group t-test results 

Heart rate  1.077 ± 0.023 1.078 ± 0.029 p=0.98 

6.3.5.1 Correlation between psychometric and physiologic measures 

There was no significant correlation between self-reported cognitive load and the 

normalized physiologic measures. A summary of regression results can be seen below in Table 

9.  
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Paas Score vs 
normalized: 

Experimental Group Control Group 

Heart rate 0.0568 0.0017 

GSR magnitude  0.0377 0.0028 

SCR amplitude 0.0371 0.0734 

SCR density 0.0461 0.0317 

Table 11: R2 Values for Paas scores vs physiologic measures 

6.4 Discussion 

Overall, the control group had higher self-reported cognitive load than the intervention 

group during simulation training sessions, and this difference was statistically significant. This 

finding demonstrates the effectiveness of the application of the BTSF protocol in lowering the 

amount of perceived mental effort required to perform clinical simulation tasks. This is the first 

study to validate a proof-of-concept for the BTSF mnemonic in resident learners undergoing 

simulated resuscitation training.   

One interesting finding related to the Paas scores is the relationship to self-reported skill 

level (Figure 31). Participants who described their skills as inferior to their peers almost 

exclusively rated their cognitive load as being very high (8 or 9) during their trials. In contrast, 

participants who believed their skills to be slightly above that of their peers were more likely to 

rate their cognitive effort lower (5 or 6) during their simulated resuscitation. These finding 

demonstrates the complexity of the construct of cognitive load and its involvement in working 

memory, regulation of emotion, confidence, aptitude, and anxiety. It is possible that this survey 

question may be predictive of participant cognitive load during clinical simulation sessions, 

though more data would be needed to determine this conclusively.  
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The majority of participants in both groups had state and trait anxiety scores higher than 

the average for working adults. Within each group, state anxiety was higher than trait anxiety. 

These findings may indicate two things: 1) that resident physicians are more anxious than their 

non-physician counterparts, and 2) that new resident physicians may experience state anxiety 

levels that are higher than their baseline state. It is likely that this state anxiety is carried over 

into training and work and may have an effect on the quality of their learning and performance. 

Thus, the high STAI scores further validate the need to implement a psychological skills 

intervention (such as BTSF) during simulation-based resuscitation training to decrease cognitive 

load and improve learning. State anxiety scores were also linked to a higher self-reported 

cognitive load during simulations, mirroring previous research that suggests a connection 

between anxiety, cognitive load, and performance [20]. 

In line with psychometric scores, all normalized galvanic skin response signal features 

increased in the absence of the BTSF protocol. Most notably, the normalized galvanic skin 

response magnitude and skin conductance response amplitude were higher in the control 

group. Although not quite statistically significant (p=0.086 and p=0.066, respectively), this result 

still suggests that the BTSF protocol may lower the physiologic response to cognitive load 

during simulated resuscitation scenarios, and that this change can be detected via skin 

conductance measures.  

The galvanic skin response signal during the BTSF and baseline phases in the intervention 

group showed very little change, suggesting the physiologic arousal during these two activities 

is similar. The overall slight increase in GSR magnitude and amplitude (3.22% and 7.66%) 

between the BTSF protocol and the baseline phases may indicate a change in cognitive effort as 
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a result of participant’s internal thoughts and feelings in anticipation before the start of their 

scenario.  

There was no statistically significant difference in normalized heart rate between groups. 

This is likely due to limitations related to the measurement modality (optical pulse) and the 

effect of motion on signal quality. 

The lack of correlation between reported Paas scores and normalized physiologic measures 

is likely due to individual differences in physiologic response and reporting preferences. This 

may also be because the intensity of a physiologic stress response depends on the amount of 

mental effort exerted to meet a challenging situation, whether or not the situation is perceived 

as being threatening [101]. Therefore, if a participant withdraws cognitive effort when a task 

becomes too challenging, their physiologic response to that task will be low, even if they judge 

it as being cognitively demanding. Because of the individual nature of physiologic expression, 

repeated measures for each participant would be need to be collected to determine the 

reliability of the wearable device in predicting self-reported cognitive load on an individual 

level. This may be achieved by using a first-person video of the simulation that is later re-

watched, similar to the methods of the previous chapter.  

6.5 Limitations 

There are several limitations of this study. First, a baseline resting period of under three 

minutes is unlikely to be enough to gather a “true” baseline value. Most laboratory-based GSR 

studies employ baseline periods of up to 10 minutes [49]. However, an extended baseline 

period was not possible in this experiment as it would have significantly interfered with the 
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flow of the course. Although the baseline levels collected in this study were shorter, there was 

still a considerable difference in physiologic signal between baseline and simulation phases in 

all trials, suggesting 15 seconds was an adequate length for this study.  

Psychometric scores were reported at the end of each simulation, which were on average 

15 minutes each. Therefore, the accurate reporting of cognitive load in this study depends on 

the participant’s ability to remember and self-reflect on their mental processes during a 

preceding task. Participants were not trained on the difference between task difficulty and 

mental effort (as explained in section 2.6.2) which may have resulted in inaccurate reporting.  

 While the Paas scale is a validated measure for cognitive load, it is unclear whether this 

decrease in cognitive load as a result of the BTSF protocol will result in an increase in clinical 

simulation performance and quality of learning. It is also uncertain if the BTSF protocol’s 

effectiveness can translate from simulated resuscitations to real-world situations.  Future 

studies on the BTSF protocol should investigate these outcomes.  

In addition, the resuscitation simulations in this study were active and required the 

participant to move around the room, speak to others, and use their hands for procedures. As 

discussed in chapter 2, all of these factors can contribute to noise in the physiologic signal. 

Although the GSR signal was processed to account for large disturbances, it was not possible to 

recover a clean signal for optical pulse. Thus, the heart rate measures used in this experiment 

were not reliable.  

Lastly, this study employed the use of metal electrodes to measure galvanic skin response. 

Metal electrodes were chosen because of their ease of application and reduced cost compared 

to disposable Ag/AgCl electrodes. Unfortunately, the use of metal electrodes may result in a 
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slow humidity buildup caused by sweat under the sensor that can cause a drift toward 

increased conductance [49]. Because the electrodes were fixed to the fingers with Velcro, at 

times they became loose or detached from the fingers, which may have further contributed to 

noise in the signal.  

6.6 Conclusions  

This experiment was the first study to demonstrate the effectiveness of the BTSF 

protocol in lowering learner cognitive load during simulated resuscitation training. A decrease 

in cognitive load was shown using a validated psychometric scale (Paas) and several physiologic 

measures from a wearable device. Galvanic skin response may be a useful measure in future 

studies that employ cognitive load measurement during clinical simulations. The results of this 

study strongly suggest that the BTSF protocol may be used as a tool to assist medical 

practitioners in lowering their cognitive load during stressful situations.  
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Figure 36: BTSF protocol cheat sheet, adapted from [22]. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions and Future Work 

The results of the two studies in this thesis suggest that the individual response to 

cognitive load may vary between participants and between situations. Because the physiologic 

response to cognitive load is person-specific, Paas scales only correlate to physiologic measures 

when measures are repeated on an individual. This requires the continuous monitoring of self-

reported cognitive load throughout a task, which can be done unobtrusively using first-person 

eye tracking debriefing.  

The traditional statistical methods used in this thesis are limited in their ability to 

reliably predict changes in physiologic response over time. This is in part because psychometric 

and physiologic measures of cognitive load may not be linearly scaled. For example, a task that 

corresponds to a Paas scale of 4 may not recruit twice as many working memory resources as 

one that corresponds to a 2, and the increase in physiologic responses to these different task 

difficulties may be unique to the measurement modality used. More advanced supervised 

learning algorithms may be more effective in the analysis of psychometric and physiologic 

measures of cognitive load and should be employed in future studies. Furthermore, as 

wearable technologies continue to advance, the ability to measure changes in cognitive load 

may improve.  

One downfall of the psychophysiologic measure of cognitive load in the context of 

medicine and medical learning is that it is difficult to determine what mental construct is being 

measured because clinical scenarios are complex and highly individual. For example, changes to 
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emotional state, stress, mental effort, or fatigue may manifest themselves similarly in 

physiologic signals because they activate the same sympathetic nervous system response. 

However, previous research suggests that these cognitive processes compete for one another 

in mental resources and can have an impact on performance. Thus, whether we are measuring 

cognitive load or something else, all of these things can affect the mental efficiency and 

performance of a physician and are worthwhile to study in a clinical setting. Ultimately, this 

research strives to improve the overall health and wellbeing of physicians, medical learners, 

and patients, so predicting and measuring any and all factors that impede these priorities is 

critical for achieving this goal.  
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Appendix A 

Ovid MEDLINE Search Strategy 

1. cognitive load*.mp. 

2. cognitive overload.mp. 

3. cognitive capacity.mp. 

4. cognitive function*.mp. 

5. cognitive measur*.mp. 

6. cognitive work*.mp. 

7. cognitive effort.mp. 

8. mental work*.mp. 

9. mental effort.mp. 

10. mental strain.mp. 

11. mental demand.mp. 

12. mental load*.mp. 

13. memory work*.mp. 

14. memory overload.mp. 

15. memory demand.mp. 

16. working memory.mp. or exp Memory, Short-Term/ 

17. intrinsic load.mp. 

18. extraneous load.mp. 

19. germane load.mp. 
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20. or/1-19 Cognitive Load Terms 

21. Paas*.mp. 

22. NASA Task Load Index.mp. 

23. NASA TLX.mp. 

24. self report*.mp. or exp Self Report/ 

25. psychometric*.mp. or exp Psychometrics/ 

26. exp "Surveys and Questionnaires"/ 

27. or/21-26 Psychometric Terms 

28. EEG.mp. or exp Electroencephalography/ 

29. exp Brain Waves/ 

30. exp Reflex, Pupillary/ or exp Pupil/ or pupillometry.mp. 

31. exp Eye Movements/ or blink.mp. or exp Blinking/ or exp ATTENTIONAL BLINK/ or exp 

Saccades/ 

32. exp Fixation, Ocular/ 

33. convergence, ocular/ or pursuit, smooth/ 

34. gaze track*.mp. 

35. eye track*.mp. 

36. exp Eye Movement Measurements/ 

37. visual field.mp. or exp Visual Fields/ 

38. dwell time.mp. 

39. heart rate.mp. or exp Heart Rate/ 

40. respiration/ or breath holding/ or respiratory mechanics/ or respiratory rate/ 
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41. galvanic skin response.mp. or exp Galvanic Skin Response/ 

42. electrodermal activity.mp. 

43. exp Skin Temperature/ 

44. heat flux.mp. 

45. facial temperature.mp. 

46. exp Electromyography/ or EMG.mp. 

47. ECG.mp. or exp Electrocardiography/ 

48. EKG.mp. or exp Electrocardiography/ 

49. blood pressure.mp. or exp Blood Pressure/ 

50. physiologic*.mp. or exp MONITORING, PHYSIOLOGIC/ 

51. or/28-50 Physiologic Terms 

52. 20 and 27 and 51 Final Search 
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Appendix B 

PROSPERO Registration of Systematic Review 
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Appendix C 

Systematic Review Data Tables 

Ref 
Study Population 

Characteristics 
Psychometric  

Measure 
Physiologic 
Measures 

Task 
performance 

measures 

Experimental 
setting and task 

 

Ahonen_2016 
[124] 

22 male and 19 female 
students ranging in age 

from 18-34.  
NASA-TLX 

HR variability, 
Interbeat 
Interval 

X 

Lab: Simulated 
classroom 

environment, 
teamwork task 

Educational 
Psychology 

Webb_2010 [125] 

12 apparently healthy 
professional firefighters 

were 
recruited from a medium-

sized metropolitan fire 
department 

following approval from 
the Fire Chief. Mean age 

33.75+/-4.87.  

NASA-TLX 

HR, Respiration 
Rate, 

VO2/VO2max, 
Minute 

ventilation (VE), 
ventilatory 
efficiency 

[VE/VO2], and 
respiratory 

exchange ratio 
[RER])  

 
Lab: exercising 

with and without 
FSTD 

Educational 
Psychology, 

human-
computer 

interaction 

Amadieu_2009 
[126] 

Dutch university 
employees with an 

median age of 32.3. 62% 
female. 

Paas 
Eye movement 

metrics  
 

Lab: 
reading/learning 

task 

Educational 
psychology, 

human-
computer 

interaction 

Study Field 
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Antonenko_2010 
[127] 

Teacher education 
students between the 
ages of 18-23 years old 

with no known brain 
disorders. All subjects 

were novices in the 
experimental subject 

material. 100% female.  

Paas-
Equivalent 

Brain activity X Lab task 

Educational 
psychology, 

human-
computer 

interaction 

Borghini_2016 
[128] 

Students ranging from 22-
28 years old. 0% female. 

NASA-TLX 

EEG/brain 
waves/ERP, 

ECG/EKG (*not 
HRV, HR, 
interbeat 

interval), EOG 

X Lab task: Custom 
Educational 
Psychology  

Hirshfield_2014 
[129] 

4 males and 7 female 
healthy college students 
with a mean age of 20.2 

years.  

NASA-TLX GSR/EDA, fNIRS  

Lab. Computer 
task with 

stress/affective 
component  

Human-
computer 

interaction 

Murata_2005 
[130] 

8 healthy male university 
students with ages ranging 

from 21-24 years of age.  
NASA-TLX 

EEG/brain 
waves/ERP 

X 
Lab task 

(matching) 

Human-
computer 

interaction 

Rottger_2009 
[131] 

5 male and 7 female 
engineering students with 
a mean age of 24 years. All 

were familiar with the 
experimental paradigm 

from a previous study to 
allow for a reduction in 

NASA-TLX 

ECG/EKG (*not 
HRV, HR, 
interbeat 

interval), HR, HR 
variability, 
Interbeat 

Interval, Task 

X 

Lab: simulated 
interactions with 

the interface 
directed at 
gathering 

information and 

Human-
computer 

interaction 
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the pre-experimental 
training time.  

Performance 
(accuracy/error 

rate) 

controlling the 
system. 

Reinerman-
Jones_2017 [132] 

Experiment 1: 15 male and 
23 female right-handed 
university students with 

ages ranging from 18-
40*Experiment 2: 39 male, 

32 female, and 5 gender 
not specified right-handed 

university students with 
ages ranging from 18-40* 

*All participants were 
instructed to refrain from 

alcohol and sedative 
medication for 24 hours 

and caffeine for two hours 
prior to the experiment.  

NASA-TLX 

EEG/brain 
waves/ERP, 

ECG/EKG (*not 
HRV, HR, 
interbeat 

interval), HR 
variability, 
Interbeat 
Interval 

X Simulated task 
Human-

computer 
interactions 

Dey_2011 [133] 
16 male university 

students volunteered 
NASA-TLX 

HR variability, 
Eye mvt/gaze 

tracking/fixation 
time/saccades 

EEG/brain 
waves/ERP 

X 

Lab: high fidelity 
agricultural 
simulator, 
simulated 

spraying tasks 

Industry 
(Agriculture) 
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Dahlstrom_2009 
[134] 

Students in aviation with 
ages ranging from 23-38 

years old. 25% female 

Paas-
Equivalent 

ECG/EKG (*not 
HRV, HR, 
interbeat 

interval), HR, HR 
variability, Eye 

mvt/gaze 
tracking/fixation 
time/saccades, 

Blink 
rate/frequency, 

EOG 

 
Lab: Simulated 
pilot training 

Industry 
(Aviation) 

Brookings_1996 
[135] 

Volunteer Air Force Air 
Traffic Controllers ranging 

in age from 21-29 years 
old. Experience in the field 
ranged from 2.5-7.5 years. 

14.2% female.  

NASA-TLX 

EEG/brain 
waves/ERP, HR, 
HR variability, 

Respiration 
Rate, Eye 
mvt/gaze 

tracking/fixation 
time/saccades, 

Blink 
rate/frequency 

X 
Simulated air 
traffic control 

Industry 
(Aviation) 

Hsu_2015 [38] 

30 healthy right-handed 
male participants with 

ages ranging from 20-25 
years with normal vision. 
Subjects had no previous 

exposure to the 
experimental task.  

NASA-TLX 

EEG/brain 
waves/ERP, 

ECG/EKG (*not 
HRV, HR, 
interbeat 

interval), HR, HR 
variability 

X 
Lab task: Aviation 

simulation 
Industry 

(aviation) 
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Kaber_2007 [30]  

25 healthy and physically 
fit participants with ages 
ranging from 18-23 years. 

Participant gender not 
specified. All participants 
had prior experience with 

computers.  

NASA-TLX 

Reviewer 1: HR, 
HR variability, 

Interbeat 
Interval, Task 
Performance 

(accuracy/error 
rate); Reviewer 

2: HR, HR 
variability 

X 
Lab: Simulated air 

traffic control 
Industry 

(aviation) 

Svennson_1997 
[136] 

18 active fighter pilots 
with ages ranging from 22-

51 years. Previous flight 
experience ranged from 

100-2700 hours. 
Participant gender not 

specified.  

NASA-TLX 

HR, Eye 
mvt/gaze 

tracking/fixation 
time/saccades, 

Task 
Performance 

(accuracy/error 
rate) 

X 
lab: simulated 
low level-high 

speed emissions 

Industry 
(Aviation) 

Wanyan_2014 
[137] 

12 highly trained, healthy 
flying cadets. All of the 

subjects (male, aged from 
23 to 25 years with a 

mean age of 23.8 years) 
were right-handed, and 

possessed normal or 
corrected to normal vision 

and normal hearing. 

NASA-TLX 

EEG/brain 
waves/ERP, Eye 

mvt/gaze 
tracking/fixation 
time/saccades, 
Pupillometry,  
HR variability, 

Interbeat 
Interval, Eyelid 

opening 

X 
Lab: flight 

simulation tasks 
Industry 

(Aviation) 
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Lehrer_2010 [31] 

8 male professional pilots 
with ages ranging from 35-

61 years.  Previous flight 
experience ranged from 

13-38 years.  

NASA-TLX 

ECG/EKG , HR 
variability, 
Respiration 
Rate, Gross 

motor activity 
(via 

accelerometry) 
+ Ventricular 

relaxation time 

 
Lab: Flight 
simulation  

Industry 
(Aviation)  

Fallahi_2016 [34] 

Healthy traffic control 
operators with a mean 

age of 29 years. No visual 
deficits. 0% female. 

NASA-TLX EMG, ECG/EKG  Real world task  
Industry 

(ground traffic 
control) 

Bommer_2018 
[33] 

Graduate students; 64% of 
participants were 

between 18-29 years old. 
No visual deficits. 36% 

female 

NASA-TLX 
Eye mvt/gaze 

tracking/fixation 
time/saccades 

X 

lab: the Air Force 
MATB, which is a 
re-development 

of the NASA 

Industry 
(manufacturin

g), Human 
systems 
design, 

Cognitive 
ergonomics,  

Moore_2015 
[138] 

27 male and 5 female 
surgeons with a mean age 
of 39.91 years. There were 
24 qualified and 8 trainee 

surgeons. On average, 
participants had limited 

exposure to the 
experimental tasks. 

Modified 
NASA-TLX 

(SURG-TLX) 

Interbeat 
Interval, Eye 

mvt/gaze 
tracking/fixation 
time/saccades 

X 
Lab task (surgery 

simulation 
training tasks)  

Industry 
(Medicine) 
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Zheng_2012 
[139] 

General surgery residents, 
minimally invasive surgery 

(MIS) fellows, and 
attending surgeons with 

various levels 
of experience were 
recruited from the 

Department of Surgery at 
the University of British 
Columbia for this study. 

A total of 46 surgical trials 
were recorded from 23 

surgeons. 

NASA-TLX 

Eye mvt/gaze 
tracking/fixation 
time/saccades, 

Blink 
rate/frequency, 
Instrument tip 
trajectory (in 

cm) 

X 

Lab: laparoscopy 
procedure on 
virtual reality 

trainer 

Industry 
(Medicine), 
psychology 

Szulewski_2017 
[41] 

13 novice, 9 intermediate, 
and 10 experienced 

physicians. The mean age 
of the 32 participants was 

34.1 (SD = 10.8) years. 

Paas Pupillometry X 

Lab: multiple 
choice questions 
and arithmetic 

tasks 

Industry 
(Medicine), 

psychology/co
gnitive load 

Gould_2009 [29] 
Naval academy cadets 

ranging in age from 22-31 
years.  

NASA-TLX 
 HR variability, 
BP, GSR/EDA 

X 
Simulated high 

speed ship 
navigation 

Industry 
(Naval) 

Chao_2017 [17] 

24 male and 24 female 
healthy university 

students ranging in age 
from 19-27 years old with 

normal to correlated to 
normal vision. No prior 

experience with the tasks. 

NASA-TLX 
HR, HR 

variability, 
GSR/EDA 

X 
3D virtual reality 

training task 
Industry (not 

specified) 
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Haga_2002 [140] 

10 male and 2 female 
healthy university 

students with ages ranging 
from 20-28 and normal to 

corrected to normal 
vision. Subjects had prior 
training in experimental 

tasks.  

NASA-TLX 

 EEG/brain 
waves/ERP, 

EMG, 
Respiration 
Rate, EOG 

(Electrooculogra
m) 

X 

Lab task: 
computerized 

pursuit tracking 
task 

Industry 
(Railways), 
Psychology 

Knaepen_2015 
[141] 

24 healthy male 
participants with a mean 

age of 24 years.  
NASA-TLX 

ECG/EKG, HR, 
HR variability, 

Interbeat 
Interval, 

Respiration 
Rate, GSR/EDA, 

Gait (duration of 
stance + swing) 

X Lab: walking task  
Industry 

(Rehabilitation 
science) 

Raduntz_2017 
[32] 

23 male and 31 female 
participants in paid work 
with a mean age of 41.  

NASA-TLX 
EEG/brain 
waves/ERP 

X 
Lab: Custom task 

battery  

Occupational 
health and 

safety, human-
machine 

interactions  

Shakouri_2018 
[142] 

17 male and 13 female 
students with ages ranging 
from 20-35 years. Previous 
driving experience ranged 

from 4-20 years.  

NASA-TLX 

HR, HR 
variability, 
Interbeat 
Interval 

 
Lab: simulated 

driving task 

Occupational 
health and 

safety, human-
machine 

interactions  
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Hancock_1990 
[143] 

18 subjects (10 females 
and 8 males). Their ages 

ranged between 21 and 50 
with a mean age of 30 

years 

NASA-TLX 

Eye mvt/gaze 
tracking/fixation 
time/saccades, 

Blink 
rate/frequency, 

Task 
Performance 

(accuracy/error 
rate) 

X 

Real word: pre-
set driving course 

(non-freeway 
urban streets) 

Occupational 
health and 

safety, human-
machine 

interactions  

Kakizaki_1984[14
4] 

24 health male university 
students with a mean age 

of 21 years.  

Paas-
Equivalent 

Reviewer 1: 
EEG/brain 

waves/ERP, 
EMG 

X 
Lab: Calculation 

task  

Occupational 
health and 

safety, 
Psychology 

Backs_1994 [144] 

Undergraduate 
psychology students with 
a median age of 22 years 
ranging from 18-42 years 

old. 50% female.  

NASA-TLX 

EMG, ECG/EKG, 
Respiration 

Rate, 
VO2/VO2max, 

Oxygen 
consumption, 

CO2 production, 
Tidal volume 

X Lab: Memory task Psychology 

Heine_2017 [96] 

26 male and 1 female 
healthy university 

students with ages ranging 
from 18-30 years.  

NASA-TLX 

ECG/EKG (*not 
HRV, HR, 
interbeat 

interval), HR, HR 
variability, 
Interbeat 
Interval 

X 
Lab: Simulated 

driving task  
psychology 
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Jaquess_2017 
[145] 

 NASA-TLX 

EEG/brain 
waves/ERP, 

ECG/EKG (*not 
HRV, HR, 
interbeat 

interval), HR 
variability 

 
Lab: flight 

simulator task  
Psychology 

Marinescu_2018 
[146] 

11 male and 3 female 
university students and 
staff with ages ranging 

from 21-38.  

Both NASA-TLX 
and ISA 

(Instantaneous 
Self-

Assessment 
Workload 

Scale) 

Interbeat 
intervals, 

pupillometry 
X 

Lab. Flight 
simulation (NASA 

TLX).  
Psychology 

Miyake_2001 
[147] 

12 male university 
students with ages ranging 

from 18.9-25.9 years of 
age.  

NASA-TLX 
HR variability, 

EDA 
 

Lab tasks 
(puzzles, tracking, 

numerical task) 
Psychology 

Pendleton_2016 
[43] 

6 male and 18 female 
university students with 
ages ranging from 18-31 

years of age.  

NASA-TLX HR variability X 
Lab: Computer 

generated maze-
learning task  

Psychology 

Puma_2018 [148] 

6 male and 14 female 
right-handed participants 

with ages ranging from 19-
38 years of age.  

NASA-TLX 
EEG/brain 

waves/ERP, 
Pupillometry 

 Lab: multi-task  Psychology 
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Sungchul_2017  

11 male and 5 female 
healthy right-handed 
participants with ages 

ranging from 21-28 years 
with normal hearing and 
normal or corrected-to-

normal vision 

NASA-TLX 
EEG/brain 
waves/ERP 

X 
Lab: dual n back 

tasks 
Psychology 

Recarte_2008 
[88] 

29 student participants 
with ages ranging from 18-
23. Participant gender not 

specified.  

NASA-TLX 
Pupillometry, 

blink 
 

Lab: driving 
experiments with 

talking and 
listening task, and 
mental arithmetic 

task 

Psychology 

Vera_2017 [149] 
15 healthy university 
student volunteers  

NASA-TLX 
HR variability, 

IOP 
X 

Lab: three 
continuous 11 
min blocks of 

MW task (3-back) 
and an oddball 
version of this 

task 

psychology 

Vincent_1996 
[150] 

Experiment 1: The 
subjects consisted of 31 
male university students 

NASA-TLX 

ECG/EKG (*not 
HRV, HR, 
interbeat 

interval), HR, HR 
variability, BP 

X 
Lab: tasks 

involving lists of 
words 

psychology 
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Widyanti_2017 
[151] 

A total of 72 Indonesian 
university students with a 

mean age of 21 (1.48), 
consisting of 26 males and 

46 
females, participated in 

this study. 

NASA-TLX 
HR variability, 

GSR/EDA 
X 

Lab: visual 
memory search 

task with a 
secondary task of 

three varying 
levels of difficulty 

psychology 

Kotani_2007 
[152] 

Seven healthy males (with 
ages ranging from 21 to 27 

years) 
NASA-TLX 

HR variability, 
Interbeat 
Interval,  

instantaneous 
lung volume, 
motion of the 

laryngeal 
prominence 

X 
Lab: mental 

arithmetic tasks 
psychology 

Makowiec_Dabro
wska_1992 [153] 

20 female cashiers and 53 
saleswomen employed in 
a department store. Mean 

age range across shifts 
was 30.2±7.6 to 38.5±9.8, 

and range of mean 
duration of employment 

was 26.1±0.8 to 34.9±8.8. 

Paas-
Equivalent 

HR, HR 
variability, , 

VO2/VO2max, 
energy 

expenditure 

 

Real: work at 
department 

store, performed 
on a two-shift 
system with 

irregular 
rotations. 

psychology 

Shimomura_2008 
[154] 

16 healthy students. Their 
ages ranged from 17 to 23 

years 

NASA-TLX 
Equivalent 

 Skin 
conductance 

X 

Lab: specially 
designed mental 

task involving 
watching TV 

psychology 
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Smith_2015 [155] 

 50 older adults (25 
women) 65– 82 years of 

age (M 71.7 years) and 50 
younger adults 

(25 women) 18 –38 years 
of age (M 29.3 

years) 

NASA-TLX HR, BP X Lab task: custom psychology 

Muth_2012 [156] 

93 male and 108 female 
university students with 
ages ranging from 18-34 
years of age with normal 

hearing and normal or 
corrected-to-normal 

vision. Participants had no 
previous flight experience.  

NASA-TLX 
respiratory sinus 

arrhythmia 
 

Lab task: 
performance-

based selection 
test developed by 

the US Navy 

Psychology 

Fournier_1999 
[93] 

Volunteers ranging in age 
from 18-26 years old with 

normal or corrected to 
normal vision. 60% 

female.  

NASA-TLX 
Equivalent 

EEG/brain 
waves/ERP, HR, 

Respiration 
Rate, CO2 

production, 
Blink 

rate/frequency 

X Lab task: Custom Psychology  

Grissman_2017 
[19] 

27 female healthy 
university students with 
ages ranging from 19-37.  

NASA-TLX 
EEG/brain 
waves/ERP 

X 

Lab setting, N-
back task with 

additional stress 
component 

Psychology  
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Humphrey_1994 
[157] 

8 male and 4 female 
healthy right-handed 

university students with 
ages ranging from 20-25 

years.  

NASA-TLX 
EEG/brain 

waves/ERP, EOG 
X 

Lab: monitoring 
and N-back task  

Psychology  

Johannsdottir_20
18 [158] 

28 male and 70 female 
healthy university 

students with ages ranging 
from 20-40 years (with 
85% in the 20-30 range) 

with normal or corrected-
to-normal vision.  

NASA-TLX 
Equivalent 

HR, BP, stroke 
volume, cardiac 

output, and 
total peripheral 

resistance. 

X Lab task Psychology  

Luque-
Casado_2016 

[159] 

24 healthy male university 
students with ages ranging 

from 18-28. All had 
normal hearing and 

normal or corrected to 
normal vision.  

NASA-TLX HR variability X 
Lab: 

psychophysical 
task, N-back task.  

Psychology  

Matthews_2015 
[160] 

85 male and 65 female 
participants with a mean 

age of 19.57 years and 
normal or corrected to 

normal vision. Participants 
had no prior exposure to 

the experimental task 
(simulation).  

NASA-TLX 

EEG/brain 
waves/ERP, 

ECG/EKG, Eye 
mvt/gaze 

tracking/fixation 
time/saccades, 

FNIR, Task 
Performance 

(accuracy/error 
rate) 

X 

Lab task: 
Simulated 

military 
monitoring task 

Psychology  
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Appendix D 

Participant Forms (Chapter 5) 
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Psychometric survey used in the Szulewski et al (2017) study, adapted from Paas (1992).  

Please choose the category (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, or 9) that applies to you:  

In the exercise that just finished, I invested:  

1. very, very low mental effort  

2. very low mental effort  

3. low mental effort  

4. rather low mental effort  

5. neither low nor high mental effort  

6. rather high mental effort  

7. high mental effort  

8. very high mental effort  

9. very, very high mental effort 
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Appendix E 

Participant Forms (Chapter 6) 
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Appendix F 

Ethics Approval Letter (Chapter 5) 
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Appendix G 

Ethics Approval Letter (Chapter 6) 

 


